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Coate’s Notes

Congratulations to Gavin Erasmus
o n b e i n g re t u r n e d a s C h a i r m a n ,
unopposed. Gavin spends many hours
working for the betterment of the
Club and Members. We are constantly
amazed at his fortitude and tireless
efforts.
It is a pleasure to welcome Netball
Convenor, Amanda Parker; Lawn
Bowls Convenor, Glyn Davies; Squash
Convenor, Steve Ellis and Bernard
Poon to the General Committee
(GC). The Management Team and I
thank these people for making such
a large commitment to the Club’s
administration.
Stepping down from GC duties are
Debbie See (Tennis); Sarah Chillington
(Netball); Chris Jenkins (Hockey)
and Ian Cochrane (PCL). The Club
is indeed very fortunate to be able
to regularly assemble such talented
people and draw upon their resources
and expertise. Without volunteering
their time, we could simply not
function, grow and improve. Please
give them a pat on the back when next
you see them, although I suspect they
will modestly dismiss such a gesture!
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It has been an action packed month!
The Cricket season has come to an
end with some solid performances
from our women’s and junior teams
in particular. Justin (JP) Pearce was
deservedly named Clubman of the
year! Personally, I was made very
welcome by the Taverners on debut
and managed 2 wickets, 5 runs and
‘Mug’ of the Day! Congratulations to
all sporting sections on the conclusion
of the season and on representing the
Club.

Finally, a rather delicate request for
parents of young cherubs who are not
yet 100% toilet trained. Please make
sure that your infant and/or toddler
children have completed their toilet
routine prior to entering swimming
pool(s). The swimming pool(s) will
necessarily be CLOSED THE ENTIRE
DAY should an incident occur and
Members may be liable for the costs of
the required hygienic cleaning and loss
of income of swim coaches. Thank you
very much.

We send our heartiest congratulations
and delight to HKCC Patron, Mike
Gatting, on his appointment as the
forthcoming President of Marylebone
Cricket Club. This is certainly a great
accolade and well deserved recognition
for services to the MCC and cricket.
We can think of none more deserving
than ‘Gatts’, particularly during
the auspicious celebrations in 2014;
marking the MCC’s Bi-centenary and
Middlesex’s 150th.

Young Members’ Ball

We congratulate Daljeet Singh who
will join the MCC Young Cricketers for
5 weeks (6th July to 9th August) with
the support of the HKCA and HKCC.
Daljeet will also play for Brondesbury
Cricket Club in the Middlesex County
Cricket League.
In addition, Jhatha Subramanyan
has been invited by the Cavaliers
Cricket Club to take part in their
forthcoming tour of England (26th July
to 12th August). Jhatha impressed the
Cavaliers in the recent HKCC tour to
Mumbai and will join the Club as they
take part against a host of top Clubs in
the North of England. Previous players
w h o h a v e re p re s e n t e d C a v a l i e r s
Cricket Club are ex-Indian Cricketers
Vinod Kambli and Wasim Jaffer.

We are planning a Young Members
Ball event for 18 to 30’s. A
‘Volunteer ’ coordinator is needed.
If you are interested, please contact
E v e n t s M a n a g e r We n d y Ta m a t
wendytam@hkcc.org
Projects
The Men’s Locker Rooms (adjacent to
Sportsman’s Bar) is due for renovation
and repair in July/August. Works
are expected to take 4 weeks and will
include replacement of the ceiling,
improved ventilation, refurbishment
of the showers and basins, provision
of additional under bench storage for
large equipment bags.
The Ground
The wet weather is not assisting the
Bermuda grass to ‘wake up’ and
commence out-competing with the
cool season grass. This can cause some
‘drop out’ of turf but, rest assured, this
transition should only last around 6
weeks.
The lawn bowls rinks and grass tennis
courts are being prepared for the
summer. The re-introduction of grass
tennis courts to the cricket outfield on
weekends and public holidays will
occur in late-June – weather permitting.

We w
The Indo ent to
or Gard
en Party

DotCod
Executive Chef Arron Rhodes has
revised the menu and added some of
his personal touches. Staff has also
been involved in becoming more
educated in our array of oysters, so
please test them out!
Staff Matters
Club Sommelier Steven Ma recently
t o u re d t h e S p a n i s h w i n e re g i o n
of Riocca. Next stop is a ‘Whisky
Immersion’ Tour of Scotland!
Save the Dates!
Hong Kong Cricket Club Stakes
evening - Wednesday, 19th June at
Happy Valley.
Did you know?
The top 2 bestselling menu items across
all outlets are;
1. Chicken Mukwhala
2. Black Angus Burger
In the interest of being environmentally
friendly, the Club will no longer
provide plastic bags in the changing
rooms from 1 September 2013. We ask
Members to please bring your own
bags.

The Kids at HKCC were really looking forward to the Big Family
Garden Party on 1st May. So, imagine our disappointment when it
started to pour “cats and dogs” on the afternoon of 30th April. Sure
enough, we heard that all the promised fun and games had been
cancelled but imagine our delight when we were told that the Party
had been moved indoors. Hurray !!
All our favourite games, DIY and cultural booths could be found in
the Multi-Purpose Room. Even the Indoor Bouncy Castle appeared
in the Sports Hall for a short while.
The Big Green Dragon with the long tail that we like to grab and the
Happy Clown entertained us all. We liked having our pictures taken
in all sorts of funny hats and wigs.
There was a wonderful spread of Garden Party Buffet laid out in
Spinners and the Function Rooms.
Oh, and the adults had a good time too......

Myself and the team remain at your
service. If you have a comment or
suggestion on how we can improve,
please email, call or pop in. After all,
it is you the Members who are most
important to us.
As always, I look forward to seeing
you and your loved ones at our
wonderful Club. Please pop in to the
Administration office or email me
richardcoate@hkcc.org anytime.
Rick Coate
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Clubhouse Opening Hours: 0630 to midnight
Swimming Pool Complex Daily 0700 to 2100
Monday to Friday 1830 to midnight
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1530 1830 to midnight
The last food orders are
1445 (Lunch) 2200 (Dinner)

Squash Courts Complex

Daily 0730 to 2230

Sports Changing Rooms

Daily 0700 to 2300

SPORTS ANNEXE BUILDING

Reservations : 3511 8618
email: longroom@hkcc.org

2nd Floor:
Sports Desk

Early Bird Dim Sum:
Sunday 1030 to 1145

Gymnasium

Daily 0630 to 2200

Lunch:
Monday to Saturday
1200 to 1500 (The last order is 1415)

Children’s Playroom

Daily 0900 to 2100

Golf Simulator

Daily 0900 to 2200

Snooker

Daily 1100 to 2300

Ten Pin Bowling Alley

Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, Public Holiday 1000 to 2200
Monday & Wednesday 1400 to 2200

Video & DVD Library

Weekday 1300 to 2000
Saturday, Sunday 1100 to 1800
Public Holiday 1200 to 1700

Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1330 (The last order is 1315)
1345 to 1530 (The last order is 1445)
Dinner: Daily 1800 to midnight
(The last order is 2230)
Reservations: 3511 8638
email: willowroom@hkcc.org
Daily 0730 to 2200
The last food order is 2130
Breakfast Menu 0730 to 1100
à la Carte from 1100 onwards
Breakfast Buffet on
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0730 to 1030
email: spinners@hkcc.org

3rd Floor:
Cricket Centre

Daily 0830 to 2230

SAB Tennis Courts

Daily 0700 to 2300

HKCC SPORTS SHOP

Open every day
Monday to Thursday 1000 to 2000
Friday to Sunday 0900 to 2030
Enquiry: 2574 1861
email: hkcc@escapade.com.hk
stefanie@escapade.com.hk

Roof Top:

B4 Prince’s Building,
10 Chater Road,
Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2810 6988

Monday to Friday
1000 to 2100
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 2100
The last food order is 2045
email: poolcafe@hkcc.org

Pantone Process Cyan C

Pantone 274C
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Annexe Bar
Daily 0930 to 2300
The last food order is 2100
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Pantone 187C

Daily 0830 to 2230

Sports Hall

Monday to Friday
1600 to 2300
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 2300
The last food order is 2230
email: sportsmanbar@hkcc.org
Monday to Thursday
1130 to midnight
Friday & Saturday
& Day Before Public Holiday
1130 to 0100
Sunday & Public Holiday
0900 to midnight
The last food order is 2230

Daily 0800 to 2300
Enquiry: 3511 8698

Fax: (852) 2810 6877
Email: dotcod@hkcc.org
Website: www.dotcod.com
Opening Hours:
0730-Midnight • Mon-Sat

GENERAL INFORMATION

Membership News
June
New Nominee Members
R. Bertoli
V.G. Costa
Mrs. S.E. Garland
Mrs. A. Jordan-Willis
Ms. K. Lloyd
P.F. Phillips
R.F. Sweeney
C.D. Spelman
R.J. Schoeb Jr.
R.A.H. Zanetto
Nominee – Sporting
Lady – Ordinary
Mrs. A.J. Parker
New Subscribers
Amy Y.W. Ho Christal
Ms. E.J. Lam
Ms. S.W. Lam
New Sporting Members
Clarence P.L. Li
K.J. Roberts
Departures
C.K. Ho
R.W. Lance
J.J. Laird
J.O.D. Orders
David H.T. Yu

Temporary Return
P. Brotherton
L.H. Beaman
W.P. Crabtree
Mrs. S. David
Ms. J. Bradley
R.J. Harris
Ms. Y.Y. Hui
A. Himatsinghani
R. Kennard
C.J. Kelly
B. Littlefair
K.H. Lee
Ms. J. Lam
T. Laroche
Joshua Lau
E. Li
A. Malamud
C.T. Mayell
Linda McQueen
Mrs. J. Saffery
Ms. W.M. Tang
W. Trench
H. Walther-McDonnell

Beatriz Tancock
It is with sadness that we learned of the death of
Beatriz, long-time friend of the Club Squash section.
Those of you who knew her well will remember how
supportive to the section she was, making many new
friends in the process.
Please join me in extending our thoughts to Alex,
Paula and the rest of her family at this time.
Steve Ellis

Sir Denys Roberts
Sad n e ws has just bee n rec e ived of the death of
Sir Denys, the Club’s President from 1973 to 1988.
T he Club ’s condole nc es have bee n conve yed to
Lady Roberts and their son, Henry.
Details of Sir Denys’ life and times as a Member and
President of the Club will be included in the next
issue of The Pinkun.

Returned
J.Zonis
Resignations - Nominee
J.M. DeLong
G.S. Green
J.A.L. Gleeson
B.C. Hodgson
Dorothy S.P. Leung
V.J. Penna
J.R. Wadham
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GENERAL INFORMATION

ACTIVITIES
Check www.hkcc.org for more details on Activities

Adult

Timetable - June 2013

Aerobics

Dori Dainton

Aerobic Kickboxing

Karen Plowman

9644-4560

Bums, Legs & Tums

Sandy Dodd

6334-5318

Group Fitness Classes

Recreation Dept.

3511-8699

Pilates

Jun Mabaquiano

9400-7523

Scottish Country Dancing

Joseph Schembri

9378-5388

Southern School of Dance

Marion Knight

2872-6917

Tai Chi and Qi Gung

Cathy Wu

2895-6453 or 9462-0352

- call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

Weight Watchers
Area Cooordinator Hong Kong
Kate Mahjoubian
katemahjoubian@gmail.com

6462-6559

Yoga

9229-7292

Sally Morris
sallyewigley@yahoo.co.uk

MONDAY
0915
1030
1145
1415
1900

-

1015
1130
1400
1845
2200

Bums, Legs & Tums
Pilates with Jun
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Scottish Country Dancing

TUESDAY
0915
1030
1145
1300
1445
1800
1930

-

1015
1130
1245
1430
1745
1900
2230

Cardio Kick Fit
Qi Gung Workshop
Tai Chi Workshop
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums
Table-Tennis

WEDNESDAY

Junior
Cricket
The Gappers

Call Recreation Dept.

Junior Netball
Sarah Chillington
Veronica Arnold

sarahchill@netvigator.com
ronarnoldhk@gmail.com

Southern School of Dance

Marion Knight

Ten Pin Bowling
Sports Desk
Green Frog Yoga

Multi-Purpose Room

3511-8698

2872-6917
3511-8698

Laura Shore

9229-7785

0915
1030
1145
1300
1445
2015

-

1015
1130
1245
1430
2000
2230

Bums, Legs & Tums
Pilates with Jun
Yoga for Adults
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

THURSDAY
0915
1045
1145
1400
1800
2015

-

1015
1130
1345
1730
1900
2230

Whole Body Circuit
Mummy & Me Yoga (3-12 months)
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums
Table-Tennis (Team Practice)

FRIDAY

For all information refer to Brochure
which can be collected at Reception

Junior Sports
Gymnastics
Gym For Tots
Swim Programme 2013
Group Coaching
Multi-Sport
Tel: 2540-1257 / Fax: 2609-1779
admin@multi-sport.com.hk
Parent and Baby Swimming
Adults Master Swimming
Adults Stroke Clinic
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0915
1100
1215
1445
1945

-

1015
1200
1430
1930
2230

Body Sculpt with Dori
Yoga for Adults
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

SATURDAY
0900 - 1230
1300 - 1615
1630 - 1845

Multi-Sport Gymnastics
Table-Tennis
Jazz Funk / Hip-Hop Dance

SUNDAY
0900 - 2230

Table-Tennis

ACTIVITIES SPOTLIGHT

Group Exercise Classes

There are numerous classes on offer at the Cricket Club.
Listed below are the times and description of each class.
MON/WED - BLT WITH SANDY
9.15 - 10.15AM

(A fun-filled cardio/strength and body conditioning class

incorporating fit-balls, weights and circuit. Suitable for all
fitness levels)

TUESDAY - CARDIO FIT WITH KAREN
9.15 - 10.15AM

A fun, non-contact aerobic-style class performed to popular
The various Group Exercise classes at the Cricket Club run

high-energy music.

weekdays and evenings in the Multi-purpose room. All

THURSDAY - WHOLE BODY CIRCUIT WITH KAREN

booking is required - all you have to do is simply turn up

A fast, challenging workout with little equipment.

Members and non-members are welcome to attend. No prewith a positive attitude, participate and, most important,
HAVE FUN!!!!

REMEMBER - exercising doesn't have to be lonely, boring
and painful. Group Classes are a great way to bring fun,

intensity, productivity and teamwork into your workout
routine. The variety in each class offers motivation and

9.15 - 10.15AM

TUES/THURS - BLT WITH SANDY
6.00 - 7.00PM

A fun-filled cardio/strength and body conditioning class
incorporating fit-balls, weights and circuit. Suitable for all
fitness levels.

relieves boredom, often associated with quitting an exercise

FRIDAY - BODY SCULPT WITH DORI

fitness from a beginner through intermediate to advance

An effective class combining cardio conditioning, muscle

programme. The classes offer a workout for all levels of

9.15 - 10.15AM

in a safe and effective setting over a limited time of 60

toning and set to great music

minutes. This makes it easier, in our ever busy lifestyles, to

pencil in your daily workout class. It's a great way to meet

like-minded, like-motivated people, which will have you
returning week after week.

The Classes offer challenges for both your mind and body two things that ward off the effects of aging!!!

SO.... Lace up your trainers and head to one of the classes.
HAVE FUN!!
SANDY (BLT INSTRUCTOR)

As adults, we enjoy being active with friends, but don't

always feel like we have the time or opportunities to do so.
Joining a Group Exercise class gives us an opportunity to

be physically active. Added benefits include a social and
fun environment, a safe and effectively designed workout

regime and a workout that requires no prior exercise
knowledge or experience.
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Club Sports Contacts

HKCC Sports Coaches

CRICKET
Captain of Cricket
Darren Tucker
9027 3494
email: darren.tucker@newbalance.com

For all enquiries, please call Sports Desk, 3511 8698
email: recreation@hkcc.org

WOMEN’S CRICKET
Convenor
Anita Miles
9155 7300
email: anitamiles@strawberrynet.com

Cricket

Mark Wright

ECB Level 3 Coach

HOCKEY
Convenor
Matthew Deayton
9612 8444
email: matt8889@gmail.com

Courtney Kruger

Cricket Australia Level 1 Coach

LAWN BOWLS
Convenor
Glyn Davies
2803 6189(o) 9330 1948(m)
email: davglyn@gmail.com
Ladies Captain
Teresa Yung
9133 7630
email: yungpikyiu@gmail.com
Vice Captain
Debbie Lange
6688 5703
email: debbie.lange@lr.org

Adrian Waters

email: markwright@hkcc.org

Phone: 9740 0125 email: courtneykruger@hkcc.org

Member of the Professional Golfers Association
Golf Clinics and Junior Programme
Phone: 3511-8699

email: golf@hkcc.org

Gym & Fitness
Amin Ashraf

Personal Trainer

NETBALL
Convenor
Amanda Parker
netballhkcc@gmail.com

Ben Simpson

Bachelor’s Degree in Sport and Exercise

RUGBY
Convenor
Patrick Donovan
2800 1179
email: rugby.chairman@hkcc.org

Rugby

Club Captain
Ben Garland
9864 7645
email: rugby.captain@hkcc.org

SQUASH
Convenor
Steve Ellis
9260 8289
email: steveellis@netvigator.com
TENNIS
Convenor
Debbie See
email: tennis@hkcc.org
GOLF
Mark Winstanley
9193 5246
email: winstanleyma@gmail.com
TABLE TENNIS
Simon Chan
email: chan.simon@dorsey.com
TEN PIN BOWLING
Convenor
Tony Ku
email: tkukkk@biznetvigator.com
Captain
Nicholas Brown
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Golf

Phone: 6461 4445
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Phone: 6406 0872

with Honours in Exercise Physiology
Phone: 9274 1230

Andrew Hall

Dick Lau

Swimming
Chris Funnell

Tennis

email: bensimpson@hkcc.org

Head Coach, Scotland International

UKCC Rugby Level 3 in Rugby Union
Phone: 9275 7256

Squash

email: aminashraf@hkcc.org

email: rugby.coach@hkcc.org

Head Coach

Phone: 5600 0172

email: squash@hkcc.org

ASA Full (Level 2) Swimming Teacher

Phone: 2540 1257 email: admin@multi-sport.com.hk

Mitch Denman

Head Tennis Professional

JP Jorge

Senior Tennis Professional

Jason Lijewski

Senior Tennis Professional

Phone: 3511 8692

email: headtennispro@hkcc.org

Phone: 5339 1009
Phone: 9653 2782

email: jpjorge@hkcc.org

email: jasonlijewski@hkcc.org

GENERAL INFORMATION

HKCC ………linking with the community

23 of the China section of Club Managers Association of
America visited the Club on 9th May.
Senior members of staff conducted the Group on a Tour of
our Club premises. They were very interested in all aspects
of our management operations, sports and activities – in
particular, the Cricket Centre of Excellence, where Head
Cricket Coach, Mark Wright, was pleased to give them a
detailed initiation into the game of cricket.
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RECIPROCAL CLUBS

HKCC Reciprocal Clubs, Overseas
Australia

Canada
China

England

India

Indonesia
Japan

Malaysia

Philippines
Scotland

Singapore
South Africa
Thailand

UAE

USA

Canberra Club Ltd.
Melbourne Cricket Club
Queensland Cricketers Club
Royal Automobile Club of Australia — Sydney*
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV) Ltd.*
Royal Kings Park Tennis Club
Tattersalls Club, Sydney
Western Australian Cricket Association
The Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club, Melbourne
The National Club - Toronto, Ontario
Toronto Cricket Skating & Curling Club
Beijing Riviera Country Club*
Marylebone Cricket Club
Stoke Park Club*
The East India Club*
The Lansdowne Club*
The Naval & Military Club (The In & Out Club)*
The Royal Over-Seas League*
The St. James’s Club*
Lindrick Golf Club, Nottingham - New
Best Club, Bangalore*
Bombay Gymkhana
IBIZA- The Club*
India Tennis Centre*
Princeton Club, Calcutta
The Cricket Club of India, Mumbai*
Umed Club, Jodhpur*
International Sports Club of Indonesia, Jakarta
The Yokohama Country & Athletic Club
Penang Club
The Kinabalu Club, Sabah
The Raintree, Kuala Lumpur
The Royal Selangor Club, Kuala Lumpur
Manila Club Inc.
Nomads Sports Club, Manila
The Royal Over-Seas League, Edinburgh*
The Royal Scots Club, Edinburgh*
The Western Club, Glasgow*
Singapore Cricket Club
The British Club
Kelvin Grove, Cape Town
Chiangmai Gymkhana Club
R.B.S.C. Polo Club, Bangkok
Royal Bangkok Sports Club
The British Club, Bangkok
The Dubai Country Club Ltd. - currently closed
University Club of Chicago

Affiliate Member Clubs
Shanghai Cricket Club

Bickley Park Cricket Club, Bromley,
Kent, England

Stragglers of Asia,England
The Crusaders, Melbourne, Australia
"The Willows", Christchurch, New Zealand
12
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IAC Reciprocal Clubs
ARABIAN PENINSULA
Bahrain
UAE

Manama
Dubai

Capital Club
Capital Club

China
China
China
China
China
China
China
Korea
Malaysia
Philippines

Beijing
Beijing
Beijing
Nanjing
Qingdao
Shanghai
Xiamen
Seoul
Kuala Lumpur
Manila

Chang An Club
Manet Club
Summit Club
The Heritage Club
The Peninsula Club
Shanghai Racquet Club
The International Club
Seoul City Club
Bankers Club
Tower Club

AT SEA

At Sea

The World

ASIA

EUROPE
Germany
Germany
Germany

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Poland
Poland
Spain
Switzerland
U.K.
U.K.

U.S.A.

Bad Neuenahr
Berlin
Berlin

Golf-und Landclub Bad Neuenahr
Berlin Capital Club
Berliner Golf & Country Club
Motzener See
Beuerberg
Golfclub Beuerberg e.V.
Bremen
Havanna Lounge Bremen
Cologne
Rotonda Business Club
Duesseldorf
Wirtschaftsclub Duesseldorf
Neuberg an der Donau Wittelsbacher Golfclub & Hotel
Orsingen Nenzingen Golf Club Schloss Langenstein
Czestochowa
Rosa Private Golf Club
Warsaw
Klub Polskiej Rady Biznesu
Barcelona
Saint Cugat International
Business Club
Zurich
HAUTE SA
London
London Capital Club
Welwyn, Herts
Brocket Golf Club

Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida

Bonita Springs
Bonita Springs
Fort Myers
Naples

Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Georgia

Naples
North Venice
Perdido Key
Perdido Key
Tampa
Atlanta

Nevada
Nevada

Las Vegas
Las Vegas

The Colony Golf & Bay Club
Raptor Bay Golf Club
Pelican Preserve Golf Club
Hammock Bay Golf & Country
Club
Tiburon Golf Club
Venetian Golf Club
Lost Key Golf & Beach Club
Lost Key Marina & Yacht Club
West Shore Yacht Club
Cuscowilla Golf Resort on Lake
Oconee
Rio Secco Golf Club
Cascata

* Accommodation Facilities Available
• Signing In
• Method of Payment
• Maximum Length of Stay
• Restrictions
This information may be obtained from HKCC Membership
Secretary, Clara Hung, on 3511-8616
Please note that Introduction Cards must be collected from
the Club’s General Office prior to your visit to these Overseas
Reciprocal Clubs

CRICKET

The Premier League season
by Dom Bunning

However, the T20 season finished on more of a high with
a demolishing of Independents. Once again, Kruger and
Watkins were in the runs as HKCC piled on 201. 5 wickets for
Mark Wright saw HKCC to a comfortable victory by 71 runs.

After triumphing in the inaugural HKCA Premier League last year,
hopes were high that HKCC’s side, to be led once more by Courtney
Kruger, would be able to top the tree again. With the League spread
over three formats – 2-Day, 50 Over and T20 – the season proved
somewhat disjointed, and HKCC struggled to make consistent
performances throughout the year, with availability an occasional
issue but not an excuse.

And so to the flagship, two-day competition, which only
featured four teams, with no Independents team this year.
The First game in mid-December saw HKCC take on KCC for
the Hancock/Fincher Shield. Last year saw a monumental
victory, but this year was more difficult against a strong KCC
side. Just Mark Wright (68) made it past 20 in the first dig,
with HKCC only able to amass 139. In reply, KCC’s pro, Ryan
Campbell, scored 131 and gave KCC a 130 run lead. Second
time around, Kruger, Ferguson (65) and Jones (40) gave
HKCC some hope. But a lead of 50 was always unlikely to be
enough and despite the Horse getting his nose in the wicket
trough by capturing Campbell early, KCC knocked off the
runs one down.

The season started well with a 50 over victory against LSW
Prism. Captain and Head Coach, Kruger, and Mark Wright,
scored the bulk of the runs, with new recruit Daljeet Singh
also contributing. HKCC’s 256 was always too much for LSW,
thanks to four wickets each for Singh and Andrew “Horse”
Norwood for whom the early season form looked good to
firm. He also benefited from some wind assistance at the
Garage end to end with 4-50.
After that start, hopes were high for the match against
Pakistan Association, who had strengthened their team over
the off-season. Once again, HKCC batted first but, with only
2 batsmen making double figures, looked down and out at
half way, mustering only 69 runs in 20 overs. An early finish
beckoned, but between “the Horse” (4-35), Mat Rafter (318) and the wily Northern seam of Richard Gomersall (1-15)
HKCC stayed well in the game right up to the end. An 8th
wicket partnership of 40 finally put the game beyond reach,
but there was still plenty to play for in the season.
The Independents were the next opposition in the 1 Day
competition, and the bowling once again performed well with
3 wickets from Chris Williams and Rafter, alongside 2 from
Singh, keeping the score down to 188. However, the batting
once again came up short, despite a decent start from Tim
McMahon – captain for the day. HKCC ended up 40 runs
short, and with that the one-day title hopes faded. The final
game of the season, versus KCC was sadly rained off as the
one-day season fizzled out with a whimper.
The T20 campaign was back with a vengeance in 2013 and
while HKCC’s opponents may be more suited to the “hit and
giggle” format of the game, the season got off to a strong start
with a tight win over LSW. Norwood, Wright, Bailey, Jones
and Adnams all contributed to keep LSW to 113 in their 20
overs. Wright, McMahon and Kruger then saw HKCC to 86-2
before an horrific collapse saw us 98-9 and needing 16 for
victory. Luckily, Jones and Bailey (two cool heads) saw the
side home with 3 balls to spare.
KCC were next up with McMahon’s 113 from 62 balls leading
HKCC to a round 200 from the allotted overs. However, a
master class from a couple of opposition internationals saw
the total hauled in with 9 balls to spare. Rafter’s 1-24 and
Norwood’s frugality were the only standouts for the bowlers.
Pakistan also put HKCC to the sword, scoring 207 from their
30, with only Paul Watkins’ 39 and Kruger’s 30 offering much
in the way of resistance as HKCC could only muster 140 in
reply.

LSW were up next after the Christmas break, with HKCC
keen to extend their dominance over this side from the other
competitions. 67 for Ferguson in the first innings, plus some
contributions from McMahon and Jacquier saw HKCC post
196, a solid, but not comprehensive score. In reply, Vince
“Dancing Bear” Creagh was on fire, ripping through the top
order with figures of 5-47. LSW had a chance to take a 1st
innings lead, but Singh and Norwood ensured a narrow 4
run lead for HKCC with 3 and 2 wickets apiece. Second time
around, Ferguson once again started well (57) but at144-6 and
plenty of time left in the day, there were some concerns about
a wobble. Captain Kruger steadied the ship though, putting
on 70 with Bunning (36) and pushing towards a century. He
was left stranded on 99 in the end, but this was a masterful
knock that proved the skipper’s class. A win on 1st innings for
HKCC setting us up for a final showdown versus Pakistan.
In the final game of the season, Singh got HKCC off to a flyer,
taking 5-46 and reducing Pakistan to 100-7. But their star
man smashed 134 to bring them to 229 and, despite 4 wickets
for young Jhatha Subramanyan, the momentum had swung.
HKCC were reduced to 35-5 and then 72-8 before succumbing
for 112 and a first innings deficit. The Gap was then poised to
see some ferocious batting from the opposition, who managed
516-8 in 64 overs in the second innings. Few bowlers went
unscathed, though Norwood’s 4 wickets were well deserved,
as Pakistan’s 3rd wicket put on 220, with large centuries for
both their 3rd and 4th batters. HKCC looked like they might
be troubled after some early wicket losses, but the class of
Stephen Lowe (65) supported by Dave Jacquier saw HKCC
to a losing draw, a valiant effort in light of the mayhem of
Pakistan’s second innings.
In sum then, a mixed season. 4th in the 50 Over league, 3rd in the
T20, and 3rd in the Two-Day league. Generally, the bowling and
fielding fared quite well (the Pakistan game excepted) and it is more
grit with the batting that will be needed if HKCC is to return to the
summit next season. In the meantime, the cricketers will rest up in
the off season before returning to training - with sights set on table
topping achievements in 2014.
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Former Club Junior Cricketer, Scorpions and Witherers, Matt Johnson, married Joanne Tully in Rochford, Essex, U.K. on
Friday 22nd March. Here seen with members of his Bickley Park team.
Notable friends and cricketers who attended the event:
Craig (Best Man – from New Zealand) and Steven Johnstone; Steve Duckworth from Korea; Ben Hall;
Bill Marsden (Beefy Bill); Chris Jones; Tony Jenkins.

HKCC U13 Cricket League Final
a report by captain, Alessio Kenda
Being a team is about friendship. From behind the
stumps, I have a clear view of the game and most certainly
believe that friendship summarises the HKCC U13
Scorpions well. Many of us have played cricket together
and against each other for five or six years (a lengthy spell
for 13 year olds). In this period of time, we have bonded
as a team, sledged each other and developed a mutual
understanding.

14

Without any further ado, I would like to introduce
the U13 Scorpions (in batting order): Kabir Sodhi,
Jhatha Subramanyan, Alessio Kenda, Oliver Ong,
Yash Bardoloi, Charlie Walton, Keshav Menon,
Austin Gigi, Vidit Bhadtwadekar, Shaun Poonawala
and Gaurang Goel. On 21st April 2013, we were scheduled
to play against Little Sai Wan in the U13 League final.

been beaten by LSW earlier in the season and now were
prepared to reverse this previous score.

It was not as simple as it may seem to “get the ball bowling”
for this showdown. The final had to be postponed from
the 14th to the 21st, due to some lovely “English” weather.
Anyway, when the rain held off and the date was arranged,
we were fortunate enough to be able to play at Hong Kong’s
best cricket pitch - the Hong Kong Cricket Club. The team
was pumped and excited to commence the game. We had

For what must have been the first time in the season, our
captain, Jhatha, won the toss and elected to bat. The omens
were in our favour and the sky not so ominous. Jhatha
decision sent himself and Kabir to the crease-a-strong opening
partnership consisting of our team’s two best batsmen. They
began well for the first 2 overs, scoring 14 runs before Kabir
was shown the finger after a controversial LBW decision
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off Munir. This sent myself to the crease with a mindset
to support Jhatha who, as our best player, was yet again
performing superbly. After I fell for 14 to some sharp and
accurate bowling from LSW’s Haroon, Jhatha was probably
in his 60s! He went on to nonchalantly score a classy 86 until
fatigue overcame him and he was stumped off Shavaz. A
terrific captain’s knock! Our innings also saw Oli make a
steady 7 (including 1 boundary!) before being dismissed as
a result of some good bowling from Haroon again. Yash ran
well between the wickets and appeared to rack up his 15 in
no time before Munir bowled him. Next up was Charlie, who
was able to score 18 not out in what was once again a display
of fashionable cricket consisting of 3 boundaries. Keshav
played a solid performance, making 7 and also remained not
out. Those who did not bat have to be proud of the amount
of cheering and chips eating that they were able to commit
to. The Scorpions finished their innings with 181 for 5 off 30
overs. Would we be able to defend it?

to finish the game and leave LSW all out for 111. We had won
(even without most of Jhata’s score). However, in the midst
of all of this great bowling, the stand out performer was our
off-spinner, Gaurang, who bowled 5 overs, with 1 maiden and
3 wickets all for just 5 runs!
After an exciting and joyful game of cricket, the U13
Scorpions won by 70 runs. It was a display off teamwork and
friendship. The 2nd year in a row that this team, give or take
a few players, had won the U13 League. Well done boys! I
would also like to take this opportunity to thank our coach,
Mark, who has guided us well, our parents who have always
been there with food and advice to share and our umpires
who have overseen our games in the past year. A special
mention must go to LSW for their valiant performance.
An amazing day of cricket!

LSW’s openers, Munir and Haroon, started their team’s
innings well and it was not until the 12th over that we
managed to find a breakthrough. Austin beautifully bowled
Munir for 15. The Scorpions were off. Our bowlers’ fantastic
display saw the trusty opening partnership from Yash and
Vidit who bowled 3 overs for 13 runs and 5 overs for 27
respectively, set the tone. Our bowlers followed through,
Jhatha bowled 6 overs for 15 runs (plus 1 maiden) and Austin,
Shaun, Oliver and Kabir all took 1 wicket each. Keshav
finished with fantastic figures of 1 over, 3 runs and 2 wickets
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U15 Nomads 2012/13 end of season report

2012/13 was a mixed season for the U15 Nomads. It was
a talented side, and when all were available it had the
potential to defeat any team in the League. However, due to
dreadful weather in April and May, not all of the team were
available for key rescheduled matches.

On 3 February 2013, KCC U15 Templars defeated HKCC
U15 Nomads at HKU by 11 runs
KCC U15 Templars 210-7, Ravi Mulchandani 5/39
HKCC Nomads 199-7; Kabir Sodhi 50, Raag Kapur 42,
Giacomo Lamplough 26.

There were some outstanding performances by many.
Giacomo Lamplough made his maiden century, an unbeaten
103* on the Ground against LSWCC, following scores of 72*
and 69 and averaging 93.34 for the season. Raag Kapur was
also outstanding, making two 50s at an average of 50.67. Ahan
Manglik and Kabir Sodhi made 50s during the course of the
season as well.

On 9 March 2013, HKCC U15 Nomads defeated Pakistan
Association U15s at St Stephens College by 8 wickets
Pakistan Association 151, Angus Robson 3/10, Jhatha
Subramanyan 2/30
HKCC Nomads 152-1; Giacomo Lamplough 72*, Raag
Kapur 58.

With the ball, Ravi Mulchandani's 5/39 against KCC
U15 Templars at HKU was outstanding, as was Jhatha
Subramanyan's 4/15, Ahan Manglik's 3/8 and Angus
Robson's 3/10.
Unfortunately, the season came unstuck in the Semi Final at
home against KCC U15 Templars. The boys were set 146 to
win and were right on course at the 20th over, with the score
at 103-1. But the six run-outs that followed took their toll, as
the U15 Nomads slumped to 130 for 9, falling 15 runs short.
Although disappointed with their performance in the
Semi Final, the boys enjoyed the experience of playing
hard, competitive cricket in a wonderfully encouraging
environment created by the Club and enriched by parents,
whose support was unwavering throughout. Special
thanks goes to scorers Mr Subbu and Sean Robson for their
contributions to the season.

On 23 March 2013 HKCC U15 Nomads defeated LSWCC
U15 Lions at HKCC by 151 runs
HKCC U15 Nomads 257-3, Giacomo Lamplough 103*, Omar
Farooq 40, Ahan Manglik 36*, Jhatha Subramanyan 32
LSWCC U15 Lions 106, Jhatha Subramanyan 4/15, Angus
Robson 2/18
On 4 May 2013, in the Semi Final of the U15 League, KCC
U15 Templars defeated HKCC U15 Nomads at HKCC by 15 runs
KCC U15 Templars 145-4, Ahan Manglik 2/17
HKCC Nomads 130-9; Raag Kapur 52, Ravi Mulchandani 39.

A huge thank you to the Club's Head Coach, Mark Wright,
for the fantastic work he has put into this group of players,
both as a team and individually. Wrighty has brought out the
very best in the boys during his coaching tenure at the Club
and the boys have grown in character under his guidance.
Wrighty steps down from his coaching role at the end of this
season to take over his new position as Sports & Development
Manager for which we wish him all the very best.
A summary of the U15 Nomads' season is as follows:
On 8 December 2012, HKCC U15 Nomads defeated United CC
Warriors U15s at St Stephens College by 70 runs
HKCC Nomads 173-3; Giacomo Lamplough 69, Ahan
Manglik 55
U n i t e d C C Wa r r i o r s 1 0 2 A h a n M a n g l i k 3 / 8 , Vi d i t
Bhatwadekar 2/17, Raag Kapur 2/20.

Giacomo Lamplough 103* v LSWCC U15 Lions
on 23 March 2013
16
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HKCC U15 Nomads 2012/13 season
BATTING

Giacomo Lamplough
Raag Kapur

Ahan Manglik

Ravi Mulchandari

Jhatha Subramanyan
Kabir Sodhi

Charlie Walton
Omar Farooq

Angus Robson

Keshav Menon
Yash Bardoloi
Oliver Ong

Harry Woodrow

Vidit Bhatwadekar
BOWLING

Jhatha Subramanyan
Angus Robson
Ahan Manglik

Ravi Mulchandani
Oliver Ong

Vidit Bhatwadekar
Yash Bardoloi

Raag Kapur

Matches

Innings

N.O.

Runs

H.S.

Ct

4

4

1

152

58

-

-

50.67

2

-

26.50

5

3

4

3

4
3

4

5

5

5

4

1

3

1

3

1

3

280
91
53

103*
55
39

6

-

55

32

1

3

2

16

12*

-

1

-

3

3

3

-

3

1

2

-

44

-

2

-

1

54

-

3

1

50

1

40

3

2

-

2

1

2

4

1

-

-

-

Matches

Overs

M'dns

Runs

Wkts

RpO

Ave

5

23

3

97

6

4.22

16.17

3
3
4
4
4

5

4

Omar Farooq

4

15
12
10
3

11

2
1

56
29

5.70

11.40

-

53

3

4.82

17.67

6.25

25.00

5.37

-

-

15

4

-

16

4

-

28

3

12

-

-

3
3

50

2

59

-

104

5.00
3.80

-

4.00

-

7.00

-

8.67

14.67
3.00
2.00

1.50
1.00

1.00*
0.00

5.80

5

110

11

2.42

18.00

8.00

57

3

5

5

3.74

-

-

29
8

7

16.00

-

1

45.50

-

2

0

0

93.34

18.34

-

-

4

Ave.

-

-

1*

1

-

-

1*

1

R.O.

-

1

5

Charlie Walton

2

1

4

Keshav Menon

Giacomo Lamplough

5

St

5.00

36.67
-

-

Howie Corrall played one match and did not bat or bowl.

Match Report
Taverners v Rugby Section, Saturday 11th May 2013
by Kieran Hale
“The Laws of Cricket tell of the English love of
compromise between a particular freedom and a general
orderliness, or legality” Sir Neville Cardus
Quoted in Sir Rupert Hart-Davis Cardus on Cricket
(1977).
It’s that time of year when the curtain draws on another
Cricket season at the Gap, when mothers dream of releasing
their tethered offspring on to the hallowed turf on a Saturday
afternoon, Joel dreams of lazy afternoons under the sun and
when Lawn Bowlers begin to froth at the thought of a roll-up
during daylight hours
However, ‘Gatekeeper’ George, not wanting to see an empty
ground on any weekend continues to ‘squeeze the marrow’
out of his aged Taverners, demanding even more public
appearances.
Rugby, a sporting discipline that embodies all that is good in
sport; spirit, competition, loyalty, teamwork and above all,
strict adherence to its long established Laws….perhaps not!

It would appear, on this occasion, that HKCC Rugby was
not only relying on their youthfulness, athleticism, speed,
agility (Sidney, please dismiss yourself at this juncture) and
traditional ancient Maori tattoos.
In addition, they would also be relying on interpretations
of The Laws of Cricket which have since resulted in
consternation in Long Rooms around the Globe.
Law #1 A batsmen cannot be dismissed under the LBW Law
should he be hopping on one foot, as long as that one foot is
placed anywhere within the 22 yards of the cricket pitch
Law #2 If a batsman has to stretch to strike the ball,
although making clean contact, as well as taking runs, an
additional wide will be awarded against the bowler
Law #3 Should a bowler have difficulty with the concept of
bowling a ball, it is perfectly legitimate for him to finish his
over by throwing the ball for the remaining deliveries
Law #4 The wicket keeper is encouraged to talk constantly
throughout the whole innings about nothing in particular
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It has to be said that, whilst the Taverners had a difficult time
adjusting to these new interpretations of the laws, the Rugby
section managed with ease!
As the teams gathered, it was becoming clear that we may
be able to get an early start. Excellent news as, it being the
hottest day of the year, a quick 30-over game and early to
the Sportsman’s Bar was a promising prospect on a Saturday
afternoon.
Unfortunately, George had other plans.
Perhaps the sun had got to him or his paranoia that the Lawn
Bowlers were sniffing an opportunity for a late afternoon rollup under the setting sun, he decided, without consultation,
to extend the match to 40 overs! Just to add a little further
exhilaration to the prospect, each bowler was only allowed 5
overs each.
Some frantic mathematics by Sir Rodney and the ensuing
realisation he may have to turn his arm, resulted in a panic
attack last seen when the Lawn Bowlers were allocated a midcricket-season Saturday for a Roll-up
The Taverners were aghast; never before have they survived
such an extended period in the arena. Two mid-innings
drinks-breaks were established; further concern for those not
sure they could make it back to the Sportsman’s Bar...twice.
Still as they say, George knows best.

And so to the game
Taverners won the toss and took the ball.
The new ball was gratefully received by Angus Robson, a
chip-off-the-old-block as he ably delivered fine medium pace
in-swinging bowling, with senior Robbo looking on with
pride. At the other end, ever reliable Swoop bowled tight,
steady but for no wicket.
With Wheatley being run out, Brant and Yankson moved the
score along, both retiring comfortably.
Taverners’ newcomer Dhruv Sodhi bowled four fine overs
with a self-assurance and cricketing maturity well beyond his
12 years. One particular notable delivery; bowling slightly
wide of off stump, the batsman moved quickly across, playing
a lovely cover drive resulting in two quick runs...as well as a
third for the wide!!! (See Law amendment #2)
A notable mention also to young J. Kirk, aged 12 for his
tenacity and courage at the crease, showing a full arsenal of
shots at his disposal.
At the other end, it wasn’t long before Bobby B. bowling
tight, accurate spin, ably assisted with a fine keeping display
from Ian Farrar, took a magnificent stumping...unfortunately
Bobby B was unaware of already mentioned Law amendment
#1 pertaining to LBW….NOT OUT!
Taverners' newcomer, Rick Coate, was invited to the attack.
He gracefully delivered his allocation with ever-increasing
height on the ball, being able to use the sun, albeit just past
its highest point temporarily, to blind the batsmen and clean
bowl two rather confused batsmen.
Some accomplished batting from Renton and Robinson
moved the score along quickly. Robinson’s dismissal paved
the way for Dom, a man used to far bigger stages both
sporting and musically. As expected, a well struck 27*
followed, no doubt, by a piano recital in LKF that evening
took the Rugby Section innings to a commendable 202 for 10
off 35 overs.
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Notable mentions
• S. Yankson 32*
• D Bunning 27*
• B. Brant 36
• W. Renton 25
• J. Robinson 23
• M. Taverner 2/8
• K. Hale 2/ 16
• R. Coate 2/37
• Behind the stumps, an excellent performance by Ian Farrar
Fred and Ginger, Tom and Jerry, Wallace and Grommit, Itchy
and Scratchy and the established opening partnership, Hale
and Miles…some things are meant to be!
However, George knows best.
Having already tested Rodney’s fragility in the field, he was
about to throw caution to the wind announcing that Miles
would be opening with Bobby B, not Hale! With this total
disregard to Rodney’s delicacies, Rodney felt he was being
treated like a mere Subscriber Member. How would he cope?
As he dragged himself to the middle, I knew it was going to
be messy; he was a beaten man before he faced his first ball.
As expected, a few mis-timed prods, a couple of thin edges
and Rodney was back in the changing rooms muttering about
conspiracies, unfavourable celestial alignments and George’s
complete disregard for tradition, history and a man’s feelings.
Bobby B however played out an innings which belied his
crushing anxiety from having to ask his wife for permission to
play next Friday's game, having just completed two overseas
tours, a trip to Japan, and a ‘washed-out’ Taverners’ game the
previous day.
Hale at the crease, a bespoke field setting befitting a man
with one shot. Not long before he was caught, towards the
boundary, behind square…..AGAIN!
An excellent innings by Ian Farrar, together with fending off
four direct ‘rocket propelled’ throws, (see Law amendment # 3)
included five fours and a six saw him quickly back in the hutch.
Senior Robson showed junior Robson that dad still had it in
him to hit an elegant innings.
A Taverners’ welcome to Andrew Marks, who entered the
arena unsuitably shod with inch long spikes for his first
appearance on the astro-turf. Suitably admonished, he was
sent back for his carpet slippers and subsequently contributed
a fine 23.
George and Rupert battled for survival and even the return
of Bobby B after a further ‘interesting’ discussion with his
missus, could not get Taverners to the required total.
Taverners left the field with 188 for 10, not enough!

CRICKET
Notable mentions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B. Bettridge 35
I. Farrar 31
S. Robson 27
A. Marks 23
J. Kirk 2/26
I. McKerrow 16/2
S. Kirk for a fine display of tight accurate and sustained
bowling
• S. Yankson for being able to talk, without breaking for air,
for 3 hours (see Law amendment # 4)
Speeches were made, Rugby Section Mug-of-the-day awarded
to Sidney as it meant whilst drinking, it gave the rest of us at
least a 30 second respite from his relentless jabber.

Taverners’ Mug-of–the-day went to Rick as a ‘welcome’ to our
new HKCC Manager.
On behalf of the Taverners, I would like to thank the Rugby
section for their enthusiasm, spirit, and sense of fair-play,
which always makes this fixture such a pleasure to play. Your
respect of the game in your turnout and attitude is testament
to your sportsmanship. You were worthy winners.
And so, once again, as the sun set on another beautiful spring
day at the Gap, players, Presidents, Chairmen, past and
present, left the Club safe in the knowledge that all is under
control and Cricket will always be the winner at the Gap.
Kieran Hale

HKCC Women’s Cricket – Celebrating the End of the Season
and Looking Forward to the Future
by Angela Kwan
In 2004-5, HKCC fielded the “Willow Wielders” in the
inaugural year of the modern Women’s Cricket League in
Hong Kong. I was fortunate to be a member of the Willow
Wielders' side that participated in the pioneering first season.
At that time, I had just come to Hong Kong from Sydney to
start my legal career and was looking to join a team sport
to meet new friends and keep active. I had considered
hockey, netball, tennis and other sports that I had played
in my youth, but a chance google search and welcoming
phone conversation with Anita Miles (the godmother of
HK Women’s Cricket) enabled me to turn my meagre highschool cricket skills into a memorable 5 years of playing in the
Women’s League for HKCC (first Willow Wielders, then the
Cavaliers) and even experience, touring with the Hong Kong
Women’s Cricket Team.
Though I am no longer based in Hong Kong, good fortune
smiled again to allow me to participate in the final match of
the 2012-13 season between the HKCC Willow Wielders and
the HKCC Cavaliers at the Club ground on Sunday 5th May,
2013. Almost a decade since the first Women’s Cricket League
game, it was incredible and inspiring to see how far Hong
Kong Women’s cricket and the HKCC Women’s teams have
progressed over the years. I was so impressed and proud to
see how many players had stuck with the game over that
time, especially seeing many of the girls who I have known
since they started playing as teenagers, now growing up into
impressive young ladies both on and off the field.
It was also great to see so many new faces, the motherdaughter Lamplough duo, and the next generation of talented
youngsters in action on our home ground.
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On the field, it was an exciting and close game with the
Willow Wielders, brilliantly led by Hong Kong Women’s
Cricket Team captain, Ishitaa Gidwani (who showed the way
in batting, bowling, fielding and leadership) who triumphed
over the fighting Cavaliers, skilfully captained by my former
team mate and Hong Kong Women’s Cricket Team player
Alvina Tam.
Congratulations to the Willow Wielders who also secured
their spot as Champions of the 2012-13 Hong Kong Women’s
Cricket League! Post-match, we also celebrated the 21st
Birthday of Ishitaa and the end of another great Women’s
Cricket League season.
Looking back, it was the search for camaraderie and outdoor
sporting fun that drew me into Hong Kong Women’s cricket
all those years ago. It was the enthusiasm, warmth and
generosity of the players and numerous supporters (umpires,
coaches, scorers, sponsors, spectators, family and friends) that
kept me playing and formed the memories and friendships
that will last long past the last ball is bowled.
Thank you to Anita and Rodney Miles and HKCC for having
the vision to start and grow ladies’ cricket in Hong Kong.
Based on the depth of talent, interest and energy that I saw
on the field, the future looks bright for many enjoyable and
exciting seasons ahead.
May 2013
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Outing

On Monday 20th May, we arranged an outing
to play the EDEN course at Fanling.
It was a very hot sticky day with a heavy
thunderstorm thrown in. Those who elected to
walk rather than use a buggy regretted their
decision. The Eden is a lovely course if you stay
on the fairway. The rough on this particular day,
as one lady described it, was like playing out of
congee. (Tricky to say the least).
Men’s winner on the day on a countback was
Oliver Howl with 33 points, runner up Shaun
Tibbatts also on 33 with Mark Wright third on 31.
Halijah Brewster, not for the first time, won the
Ladies event with 31 points and Caroline Shelley
was runner up.
The Longest Drive for the men was won by Shaun
Tibbatts who went on to Eagle the hole. Karmei
Morin won the Ladies.

Oliver Howl and Halijah Brewster collect their just rewards from
Golf Convenor, Mark Winstanley

Nearest the Pin was won by Charlie Wood and
Carole Laird.

Calendar for 2013
Friday 7th-9th June
Saturday 29th June
Saturday 27th July
Saturday 17th August
Tuesday 17th September
Sat/Sun 19th & 20th October
Friday 22nd November

Aliesha Tuckfield

SANYA SHENZHOU HAINAN
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
KAU SAI CHAU NORTH
DISCOVERY BAY
PINE VALLEY
KSC North/South (Club Champs)

Matt Chillington

On a Saturday in May, I took a group of juniors
up to Kau Sai Chau for some on course tuition
and to gain some experience playing on the real
course. Despite the hot temperatures, a great time
was had by all. We have some very promising up
and coming golfers at the Club.

Maddox Gobindpuri

For enquiries concerning Golf
Lessons or forthcoming Golf Outings
e-mail golf@hkcc.org or contact me
on 3511-8698 or 9722-2671,
Adrian Waters

Jack Chillington
22
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HOCKEY

Hockey Report – Ladies’ A 2012/2013 Season
From Jenna Riekert – Ladies A Captain
Having been relegated to the 2nd Division at the start
of the season, we were more determined than ever
to produce some goals this season. Previously, we
somehow weren’t able to put the ball in the box…but
something magical happened this time around, and
we couldn’t seem to keep the ball out of the goals!
With a massive 62 goals scored for us and just a
measly 9 scored against us…the tables most certainly
turned! Nat Caves did an amazing job in the goals,
when the ball actually reached our defending D, but
the fantastic defence normally held them off too.

The structure of our midfield worked very well this season

The additions to our team did wonders for us as well.

up…the sky is the limit!

and even though there was a lot of movement of positions
at first, everyone soon became comfortable with where they
were placed. By the end of season, we had a solid structure
working to our advantage. We welcomed back Sarah
Morgan to the team and, along with Sarah Harden, Anna
McConnochie, Christel Kolff and Alix K, they formed the
solid midfield unit that became the core of the team.
It was a brilliant season for us as a team and we are looking

forward to more of the same in the future. If we can continue

to score goals like we did, who knows where we could end

The strong defence and talented mid-field abilities of our
Dutch friends, Hanette Otten and Christel Kolff, brought a
new dynamic to the side, as well as new energy and great
camaraderie. Our solid defence also included Karen Lee and
Hester Grisel who worked well at keeping the ball out of the
danger zone.
Games were more entertaining and we played some seriously
superb hockey, textbook hockey in fact! Sharon Leung also
came as a welcome addition to our forward line and ran
circles around our oppositions’ defence.
Alix Kavanagh ended the season as the top goal scorer in our
division, with Sharifah Albukhary coming in at second place.

Alix Kavanagh (highest point scorer)

Our storming forwards did a phenomenal job up-front and
there were some excellent goals scored from Julie King on the
wing. Lily Ng also had a great season and helped to rack up
the goals for the team.

Sharifah Albukhary (second highest point scorer)

HKCC Ladies A team – missing, Nat Caves
JUNE 2013 THE PINKUN
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HOCKEY

From the Convenor
End of Season Report by
Chris Jenkins
Well, it’s been yet another eventful season, as we approach
our ever shorter summer.

First up, I need to thank the captains and coordinators of the

On the social side, the Section has held many successful
events including barefoot bowls, over 100 people for the
Christmas party and the ever popular pool party.

section. So, a big thank-you to Rich, Swarbs, Macca, Jenna,

We sent teams to tour Singapore from both sides of the

Keri and Pippa for getting the teams out and performing each

section, performing admirably both on and off the field. We

week. For making sure as a Club that we didn’t get fined or

hope to undertake more tours including Penang and, further

docked points, as well as dealing with the intricacies of the

afield next year.

HA, thanks to Sophie and Craig (and Boiler) – the whole
section owes you a beer.

I’d like to thank our Head Coach, Andy Smith, for all the hard
work he has put in over the year; sadly he had to return to

Through our mini coaching team of Andy and Robyn, we

Europe to reunite with his family. He may be back in Hong

grew to over 90 children and now offer sessions throughout

Kong one day.

the week.

Last but definitely not least, a big thank you to Kerry Hassel

The kids entered several competitions throughout the season

who has been with us since the first days of the section.

as we regularly put out 5 teams at U8, U10 and U12 levels.

We have been exceptionally lucky to have a coach of his

A big thank you to all the kids; and the parents who helped

experience and skills. His influence amongst the ladies has

throughout the season. Pete Darley has done a fantastic job

been immense and he will be very much missed.

in revamping the programme and set up a great base for the
future.
Yet again, the standard of hockey in Hong Kong has
improved across the divisions, but the Men’s teams have held
their own and 2012 proved a very successful one. The A team
only lost a couple of games throughout the year, while the B
team were promoted and are having a great season in their
new Division. The C team has developed from a social team
into a well-organized winning team. We are looking to create
a D team next year to accommodate increasing numbers from
within the membership.
It has been a great year for the Ladies too, with the A team
beating all-comers in Division 2. The B team has acquitted
themselves well and had some great results against the
stronger teams in their league, eventually finishing third. The
C team continues to surprise and have a great time on and off
the field.
The Ladies swept the board when it came to silverware with
the Ladies A being crowned champions in League 2. We have
high hopes for them in the First Division next year. Both the
ladies A and C team won their respective leagues’ seven a
side tournament – a fantastic achievement. Fingers crossed
for the Men’s A team to chip in with the HA Cup.

Best of luck to Matt Deayton as he takes over the role as
Section Convenor – HKCC Hockey will be in very good
hands!

Enjoy the summer (hockey starts again in June!)
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A thank-you to Chris Jenkins,
the retiring Convenor for the
Hockey section
Matthew Deayton is taking over as Convenor and Chris,
myself and the rest of the section look forward to supporting
Matt as he looks to develop the section further over the next
few years.
But first - on behalf of the section and Club as a whole Thank you Chris!

Rupert Purser (Bungle)

The Jenkins family

Chris has been the Hockey Convener since 2010, when I
handed him the mantle and we ran just two Men's and two
Ladies’ teams from a collection of players largely recruited
from the touring teams of Football Club and Valley.
Chris's achievement has been to move the section forward,
developing the culture to that of a family focused section with
a thriving and growing junior and mini hockey offering, and

Chris in action

now fielding four Men's and three Ladies’ teams.
Regionally, we are recognised as a Club people want to play
and we regularly receive invitations to join international
tournaments and also to host touring sides in Hong Kong.
A little known fact about Chris is that he is not Welsh! Taffy,
to his teammates, also represented the Hockey section on
the Club's General Committee and, while we no longer have
an unbeaten record of Cricket against the Taverners, he has
facilitated a better social interaction between the Hockey
and the other sporting sections and even made a few lateral
recruitments in the process.

"For outstanding commitment"

JUNE 2013 THE PINKUN
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HOCKEY
MENS FINAL POSITIONS
1st Division
Position

Team

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2nd Division
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

5th Division
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

P

W

D
3
3
2
5
2
4
3
2
7
6
4
7

L

1
2
3
5
10
10
11
14
11
12
14
15

GF

137
127
114
62
78
47
54
40
38
35
40
21

GA

GD

- Pts

L

GF

GA

GD

- Pts

GF

GA

GD

- Pts

SSSC B
KNS A
Dutch A
HKCC A
Vets A
Khalsa B
HKFC C
KCC B
Rhino A
Shaheen B
Valley B
Recreio A

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

18
17
17
12
10
8
8
6
4
4
4
0

Team

P

W

D
4
2
1
5
5
1
5
3
6
3
5

1
3
3
8
8
11
8
11
9
12
15

D

L

HKFC D
Elite B
NBC A
HKCC B
RHOBA A
Valley C
Recreio B
Dragons A
HKFC E
Elite C
KCC C

20
20
19
20
20
20
19
20
20
20
20

15
15
15
7
7
8
6
6
5
5
0

Team

P

W

SSSC C
KNS B
Punjab B
RHOBA B
HKCC C
Recreio D
Skyers B
Valley E
Scorpion A
144U C
KCC D

20
20
20
20
20
19
20
19
20
20
20

17
16
16
11
11
6
6
5
5
5
1

0
2
2
4
1
3
2
3
1
1
1

3
2
2
5
8
10
12
11
14
14
18

56
82
68
34
21
29
16
29
29
22
14

94
97
91
52
53
25
18
26
20
17
19

22
28
52
39
89
55
85
62
91
74
85
111

24
31
31
32
25
48
31
40
37
40
61

40
24
20
38
28
73
48
41
42
55
103

115
99
62
23
-11
-8
-31
-22
-53
-39
-45
-90

32
51
37
2
-4
-19
-15
-11
-8
-18
-47

54
73
71
14
25
-48
-30
-15
-22
-38
-84

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Top
Pts
57
54
53
41
30
28
27
20
19
18
16
7

Top
Pts
49
47
46
26
26
25
23
21
21
18
5

Top
Pts
51
50
50
37
34
21
20
18
16
16
4

WOMEN FINAL POSITIONS
2nd Division
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3rd Division
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

5th Division
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

26

Team

HKCC A
Vets
HKFC E
Recreio B
HKU A
Elite B
Police
WS Lotus

P

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
7

W

D

Team

HKFC F
Valley C
HKCC B
Phoenix A
Skyers C
Aquila B
LHT A
Skyers B

P

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

Team

P

Elite C
Swire Hall A
Valley E
Antlers
HKCC C
Phoenix B
Shaheen C
Swire Hall B
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14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

0
2
2
3
2
3
3
1

L

2
1
5
5
6
6
10
6

GF

GA

GD

- Pts

W

D
0
0
3
2
1
1
0
1

L

0
2
5
7
8
9
9
12

GF

GA

GD

- Pts

W

D

L

GF

GA

GD

- Pts

11
10
6
5
5
4
0
0

14
12
6
5
5
4
5
1

13
10
8
6
5
4
4
2

0
0
1
2
1
3
1
0

1
4
5
6
8
7
9
12

62
33
24
16
28
13
3
5

68
80
35
26
19
15
25
5

50
41
38
34
25
17
18
16

9
7
24
16
32
23
44
29

6
13
18
19
36
56
46
79

4
13
27
40
30
30
39
56

53
26
0
0
-4
-10
-41
-24

62
67
17
7
-17
-41
-21
-74

46
28
11
-6
-5
-13
-21
-40

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
3
4

0
3
3
4
0
0
3
3

Top
Pts
33
32
20
18
17
15
3
1

Top
Pts
42
36
21
17
16
13
12
0

Top
Pts
39
27
22
16
16
15
10
3

LAWN BOWLS

Notes From The Green

(a light-hearted look at the current Club
Lawn Bowls scene by Mark Taylor)
It’s heeeerreeee !!!!!
Yes, all you bowling aficionados, the Men and Ladies Premier
League season is upon us once again. In the coming months,
the noble representatives of the Club will be doing battle all

Anyway, Volders has decreed that this practice must cease,
with immediate effect. One has to remember what may be
acceptable in Basketball, may not be acceptable in Lawn
Bowls.

over the Territory for points, prizes and the opportunity to

By the time this goes to print, the venerated Volders should be

watch Roxy Ho pave his way to victory. For those new to

back and fully seated on the General Committee, pontificating

the Club, the “Green” is now firmly established as part of

and generally making a nuisance of himself. Exciting times

the Cricket Ground – thus, the lads and lasses will not be

for the Section! Expect better soup for the winter league and

seen playing lawn bowls at home until the Cricket season is

track suits that may actually fit.

finished. Weather permitting, our run of home games will
start from mid-May, so all are cordially invited to wander
across to the Green and support the teams. You will be made
most welcome (we have beer and often, food, if it’s not stolen
by beachcombers from the Top Bar!)

As with every year at this time, a plea goes out to all the as
yet non-playing Club Members, who may have an interest
in bowls. Very few of us bite, so make yourself known and
come and join in our challenging sport. It’s a very easy game
to play but, like golf, a difficult one to master and ultimately,

Before I start, I have been told by Volders to add a thank you

habit forming (like nail biting). Give it a try, you won’t be

to Andrew Gerrard, the current “B” Team Captain, for his

disappointed.

piece in The Pinkun whilst I was on holiday.
Well, with that inconvenience out of the way, on to more
important things. We in the section are an eclectic bunch,
known for our tolerance and understanding on most issues.

Next report we’ll concentrate on the Ladies and we’ll also
give you an update on the League!
For now, Happy Bowling…

However, “cross-dressing” whilst representing the Club, is
testing even our liberal sensitivities to the full. In a recent
Men’s “A” side away game, a Club lawn bowler turned out
for the match in his wife’s shirt. This was immediately picked
up by Convenor Volders who commented, quite rightly, that
this situation is not acceptable. What’s next, a skirt or, heaven
forbid, on our grass, high heels !!!

First match of the season - the combined might of HKCC Lawn Bowls section
JUNE 2013 THE PINKUN
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NETBALL

Message from Captain of
Netball, Anna Edwards

from Phoenix and we look forward to seeing what they and
all the teams can do next season!
A great effort from all players and huge thanks to our head
coach Ronnie and assist coach Donna – we couldn’t have
done it without you. Also, thanks to the continued support
of Amin, our fitness levels across the section have improved
boundlessly – thank you Amin.
Most of our teams, this year, have been lucky enough to have
some members of the Junior section join them. This was a
pilot scheme to boost our section numbers and develop the
juniors. I don’t think any of us could have anticipated the
positive impact the girls have had on the section and long
may it continue. Most of these girls joined ‘Nettas’ almost
10 years ago when Anne Noonan formed the junior section
This is to be my last Pinkun report and what a way to go! We

and with the coaching of Ronnie, Anne, Gail and others, have

third in Division 1, Phoenix finished in first place in Division

you playing for England or Hong Kong one day!

had a great season – Black Magic battled hard and finished

developed netballing stars of the future. I hope to see some of

2, Crickets second place in Division 3, Optimists top of

As I depart to pastures new, wet and cold, I know I leave the

Division 4 and Fielders finished fifth in Division 5. We had
Devils and Dragons involved in Plate finals in Divisions 1
and 2.

So, with 4 teams involved in Cup Finals and two in Plate

members this season – Sarah, Gail, Fiona, Amanda, Jess,
Leith and Chincia. You have all worked so hard to ensure our
section runs so well.

Competitions, Finals Day was an exciting prospect.

Sadly for us, Sarah has more than done her time and is taking

Optimists were first up with everything to play for and

a well earned rest from Netball committee. Sarah has worked

they didn’t disappoint – it was great to see a team so close

tirelessly for our section as a Committee Member, Convenor

to my heart finish undisputed CHAMPIONS – well done

and represented us on the General Committee. Our section

OPTIMISTS!!!!!

will miss her greatly and owe her a multitude of thanks for all

Next up were Crickets who battled hard but, sadly, came

the time invested in the section.

second to a very high standard Valley side. This didn’t take

Jess is taking a year off committee after working hard for

away from a great achievement, the highest finish for a

the last few seasons developing our awesome website and

Crickets side for a long time and in a division with a very

managing the Pinkun pages. Hopefully, we can tempt her

high standard throughout – well done, great fighting team

back soon, as she is a real asset to the Committee!

spirit!

Chincia, thanks for the fab socials, Tamara for the unenviable

Well done to my own team, Dragons, for winning the

task of managing our umpiring, Leith has done great things

Division 2 Plate. We came out breathing fire and took the

with our kit and fitness, Fiona for continuing with the

game to Football Club. Great teamwork and tactical play saw

thankless task of making sure our finances are in check and

us take home the Plate! A great finish to the season and a

Gail for all of her fantastic work, not just with juniors but for

fantastic way for me to finish my netballing career at HKCC -

the section as a whole.

Liverpool Ladies league beware!

Amanda has done such a wonderful job as Secretary this

Phoenix were up next and, after finishing the season, with

season, so good a job in fact that she has agreed to head up

only two losses, they were the team to beat. After there being
only one goal in it for most of the game Valley just pulled
ahead to take the Cup honours on the night. A superb season
28

section in good hands. Thanks to the hard working committee
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our section next season – Thank you so much Amanda and
good luck!

NETBALL

THE FINALS
Outstanding Optimists!
This season has been a fantastic one for
Optimists.
A fairly new team with a wealth of ability
and netball knowledge! Lots of versatility and
the want to win !! We managed to finish the
season in top spot with only one loss!
A semi-final win against the Aussie Magpies,
set us up nicely for a Grand Final against the
arch enemy - Valley Jags !!!

Optimists with supporters

Taking a confident lead after the first quarter, we "kept the
head" all the way through to win - final score a convincing
33-16!
An amazing finish to a great season! Thanks to all the
Optimists who have made captaining this season enjoyable!
Special mention to the trusty vice, DC!
Go Optimists!
Fiona Pratt - captain
Optimists team
Fiona Pratt, Denise Callow, Kelly Napthali, Leesa Youl, Mary
Ann Chan, Tracey O'Malley, Alex Lynch, Sarah Stewart,
Sarah Chillington, Ann Pearce, Heidi Walsh, Katrina Hall

"a Superb Season for Phoenix"

Phoenix in action
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NETBALL

JUNIOR NETBALL
Team Reports
Blackbirds
Wa l k i n g t o t h e
courts on the first
Sunday of the JNL's
Spring season had
m e , a d m i t t e d l y,
quite nervous. I
was about to play
the opening match
of the Blackbirds - a
team of girls I had only met and trained with the week prior.
But I didn't let that stop me. And neither did the rest of the
team.
With the crisp ringing of the opening whistle in our ears, we
started our season strongly with an air of determination and
excitement, showing the opposition that we weren't a team to
be messed with.

And as the season continued, we grew hugely in our skills
individually but even more so, as a team. By the time the
closing week came around, we were in the final face off
against St. Paul's School and I found myself trying to repress
a nagging sense of sadness that our run was nearly over.
However, by the end I was grateful. Because, although we
came second that day (though an amazing result overall) I
knew I now had 7 new fabulous friends in the form of my
teammates.
So this is a shout out to Lauren, Alisha, Vickie, Charlotte,
Lizzie, Jamie and Sophie for being such great teammates as
well as a thank you to Sarah Chillington for being such a
wonderful team manager! And, of course, last but not least,
on behalf of the entire team I would like to extend a huge
"thank-you" to Ron and Gail for being such fabulous coaches
and helping us develop all our skills, fitness and play over the
months. I look forward to being back and seeing you all next
year!
Blackbirds on 3! 1-2-3... Blackbirds!
Stephanie Dixon

Again ……. and again………and again !

Bluebirds a little blue
We played our Netball final against the AIS Kangaroos. We started off well in the first
half and were beating them by many points because we were focused, our passing was
accurate and we were getting into position.
Sadly, in the second half, AIS was quickly catching up. The anticipation level was high.
It got more and more stressful. In the last 2 minutes, we were tied but suddenly, 2 goals
were scored by AIS. We were all very sad.
Everybody enjoyed the season and Bluebirds got ranked 4th place in our division.
Poppie Howe

Frenzied Firebirds
As we made our way to the first game of the league, we were
all anxious but incredibly excited to put our new skills and all
our hard training to work.
Accompanied by frenzied shouts of encouragement and
advice from the sidelines by excited family members and our
wonderful coaches, we settled into a steady rhythm of goal
after goal after goal. With fluid passing and strong defence
work, we easily beat our first opponents, immediately
heightening our self-esteem, and we all left the game, happy
and satisfied with our performance. Over the next few
weeks, we played equally good games, some against tough
competitors and others against not so tough opponents, but
all of us can say that, even though it had not been completely
smooth sailing - it was a bumpy journey but we got there in
the end.
At the finals, we played for 3rd and 4th place and, after some
incredible shooting, tactical moves, strong passing and a
lot of strategic subbing in, we beat our opponents the WIS
Wisanators (again) to come in at 3rd place! We were really
happy and pleased with our performance as we were in
quite a tough division, although, of course, we were quite
30
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disappointed and surprised that we wouldn’t be playing for
1st and 2nd place.
Overall, this season has been great, from the amazing
coaching, great playing, to the wonderful support everyone
has given us! I’m sure all of the girls are extremely grateful
and thankful to be a part of this amazing Netball community
and we will always continue to strive to do our very best to
make everyone at HKCC proud!
Aparna Nair

NETBALL

Bronze for Pegasus:
Development Plate Division
In this season for Pegasus, it was hard but worth the effort.
After 2 wins and 2 losses, we were in 3rd place. On Sunday
21st of April, we were in a 3rd/4th play-off with OLR.
Although the other matches were hard this one was quite a
convincing victory as we won 18 - 2. Our man of the match
was Heena Kothari which was well deserved. Constant
intercepts and strong passes helped our team coordinate
around the court, but the real thanks go to Ron and Gail our
wonderful coaches.
Throughout the season they have coached us and helped
Pegasus win a well deserved 3rd place.
Pegasus Team Captain
Bethany Wilkes

The first quarter was very tightly contested with only a 5
goals difference as the whistle went. The challenge was on!
The second quarter saw some great defence and shooting
with all players giving 100% both in support and play. The
passes were accurate and fast and we opened up the court for
receiving, giving and going! As the half time whistle blew, we
had doubled the Super Marios’ score with the board standing
at Thunderbirds : 24 to Super Marios: 12. However, we had a
lot to do and knew that we had to stay completely focused.

Thunderbirds soar to victory in the
HKNA Premier Cup
Undefeated in the HKNA Junior League Finals over the last
two years, the pressure was definitely on! Our opponents
- SPS Super Marios - are skilful players and must never be
under-estimated, particularly in the opening minutes of a
game. We have sometimes been taken by surprise with their
fast passes and speedy movements towards the shooting
third so we knew we had to go out strong. With two players
injured, we went out with a line-up of eight, all nervous but
determined!

Sure enough, after half time our opponents came out with all
guns blazing and started to chip away at our lead. We came
off at the end of the third quarter knowing that we could still
not rely on the lead we had built up. As we took to the court
for the final push, we must have had the Cup in our minds as
our play was smooth and tight and we surged ahead to a final
score of 39 goals to 23!
We celebrated alongside our supporters and very proudly
held the Premier Cup for photographs. Many thanks go
to Coach Ron for all her guidance and encouragement and
thanks too to our most ardent supporters – our parents!
Alice Burnett

Unicorns continue to battle
Unicorns had a good overall season with some spectacular
wins and a few losses, gaining them a place in the finals. The
girls worked well as a team and became stronger each week.
We gathered expectantly on a Sunday morning in April to
face our opponents from the Australian International School.
Unfortunately, it was a rather one-sided game and the
opposing team proved to be a formidable challenge, ending in
a loss. The girls deserve credit for their persistence and good
nature during the game.
Donna Baxter was an amazing coach throughout this
tournament - she managed to get the best out of all the
players. There’s always next season!
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NETBALL

The “End of Season” Party 8th May
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NETBALL

Junior Disco Party – 24th April
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RUGBY

HKCC Rugby 7’s Dinner –
Members and Guests Dig Deep For Watchdog

Mrs Anissa Yau, Chairperson of the Charity Watchdog Early Education Centre, being presented with a cheque for $91,100 by
Sheung Dawson, Co-ordinator of the HKCC Rugby 7’s Charity Dinner. The money was raised through the Silent Auction held on
the evening of the dinner at which Leighton Asia, India and Offshore also donated a further sum of HK$10,000 bringing the total
received by Watchdog to over HK$100,000!

Rugby Section End of Season Awards Night
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SQUASH

Report by Ranjan Issac

HKCC's Div. 10 team-mates ended the season on a rather high
note with a lavish dinner on the balcony of The Curry Pot. In
fact, it was a very special night as our Team Captain, Edwin
Bernard, had become a proud dad a few hours earlier. It was
an evening to remember as the entire team, except Sam Lee,
joined in the celebrations. The Curry Pot's "squash themed"
Menu was specially created for this memorable evening.
The tongue tingling booze, succulent tandoori and curry
dishes, contagious laughter and the close camaraderie further
reinforced the winning spirit of the team members. All in all,
it was unanimously decided that more evenings like these
in the future would positively help the team to win more
matches no matter what the odds.

The Team 2012-2013

ELLIE
“The beauty among the beasts”
EDWIN
“If winning isn’t everything,
why keep score?”
RODEN
“Win some, lose some, whack some”
BARRY
“Never give up, never”
SAM
“Sex and squash are similar.
Both are tiring”
KELLY
“Using my head to outshine
the competition”
STEPHEN
“Intimidate, infuriate the opponent”
TOVAS
“In squash, there are no winners or
losers – only survivors”
MARTIN
“Cool as a cucumber –
always and in all ways”
ALEX
“Power in stroke after stroke after
stroke”
IAN
“Sting like a butterfly, float like a bee”
RANJAN
“Team spirit and beer go well together”

The Menu
STARTERS
samosas (veg & non-veg)
onion bhaji
TANDOORIS
fish tikka
chicken kalmi kabab
veg seekh kabab
MAIN COURSE
fish malabar curry
rogan josh
chicken vindaloo
navrattan korma
mushroom mutter
naan bread
pullao/steamed rice
DESSERTS
gulab jamun/ice cream

Squash Junior Development Programme
by Eleanor Sackett
We’ve enjoyed a super month of May with the Junior
Squash section growing in numbers, meaning more energy
and competitiveness on the courts! We were thrilled to have
the opportunity to not only meet the new Club coach, Dick
Lau personally, but to have him on court with us all, giving
a few coaching tips every week.
Over the next few months, he will be providing personal
assessments for every junior to determine each person’s
playing ability and what steps are required to significantly
improve their game.

Coaching tips from Dick Lau

A new Junior programme will be implemented from 1st
June to 3rd August 2013, every Saturday from 10:30am
- 12:30pm (one hour for each group). By the end of the
programme, every junior should be well-prepared for the
HK Junior Open and Fitti Squash Award Assessment, which
will be held in August. The programme contains ten 1-hour
sessions. Cost is $480 per person. If you will be out of town
during the summer holidays, you can sign up for half of the
programme (5 sessions).
Enquires please contact Dick Lau, HKCC Squash Coach
directly dicklau@uniquesquash.com.
JUNE 2013 THE PINKUN
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HKCC v. HKFC - Annual Squash Sections’ Cricket Match
24th April 2013

Squashies all – HKFC to the left, HKCC to the right
The 24th of April 2013 will be remembered in many ways by

hill have a chance against those from The Gap? Well, for two

the people of Hong Kong. Some will say, “wasn’t that the

years the answer has been NO and it’s always nice to have a

first beautiful sunny day in April”, others will think of it as

win!

the day before ANZAC Day, but for 13 Members of the Hong

Skiving off from the office on the hot afternoon of the 24th

Kong Cricket Club Squash Section, it will be remembered
as a day of victory! A day where we held on to the Cup for
the second year in a row against the fierce competitors from
down the hill at the Footy Club!

down the hill…so a new plan was struck to play the 12th
man and we embedded our secret agent….more on that later.
Representing the HKCC (but not necessarily all there for

Right about now, several readers are wondering if they are

the photo session) were Rod Andrews, Ian Brewis, Richard

reading the right section of this fine magazine…Squash

Collis (C), Eddie Davies, Simon (Magoo) Davies, Oliver

Section & Cricket?! Well it’s true - the rivalry between the

Howl, David Nutman, Glenn O’Neill, Sam Rodwell, Charlie

two Clubs on the squash court is intense. However, in the

Sparrow, Angus Stuart and Ash Taylor with our secret agent,

main, it’s also good natured and most usually surrounded

Trevor (SuperTrev) Hughes, being loaned to the FC as their

by some serious socializing (that’s code for a nose bag and

12th man.

watering!)…. Several years ago, the wild idea of taking an
afternoon away from the usual grind in order to slip on the
whites, slop on some sunscreen and slap on a hat to have a
crack with the ball and bat, took form over too many reds and
the challenge was on – could the team from the bottom of the
38

April were actually 13 gents from the HKCC and 11 from
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Based on some late night emails, perhaps a little too much

for the HKCC, had an over with bowling, then back to his

of a focus on fairness and maybe even some downright “no

James Boags before joining the FC for a bat (liked the single

idea” about how to construct a game to win; we set about

too mate!) and then back to the field with a San Mig to

with the following variations to the normal rules of the fine

assist the FC in letting the HKCC hit the boundary a couple

game played at The Gap:

of times – legendary stuff mate!

35 overs each – with 12 players, we gave the Footy boys 2

A couple of thank-you’s to close down this ramble… ground

more overs on the day…

keepers were as awesome as ever – Joel, great team; Mark

Retire at 30 runs with the ability to return if there are still

and Samson for cricket coaching, kit, nets training and moral

balls to play
No LBWs – this was an absolute shocker…the FC boys
stood like trees in-front of those stumps….

support; Chef for ensuring the players received both their pre
and post health food injections and the staff of Sportsman’s
led by Sunny for keeping us well watered… The FC boys
vowed they would be back to give it another go next year and

No ducks – some of these blokes got out 3 times before

we were delighted to let them try! This vote was to ensure

getting on the board…seriously? This one is off the

that Magoo (Simon Davies) retains his role as interclub liaison

agenda for next year!

for Squash, as he did a terrific job in getting it all on track.

Everyone must have a bowl…at least one over!

Although of course delighted with our win, the HKCC

The record books (well, actually some photocopied pages
from the book, as the Squashies aren’t deemed good enough

Squashies have returned to what we are better at…see you on
the court!

to get a proper recording….) show that there were some fairly

Richard Collis

handy boys with the willow, some shocking bowling and far

Captain

out “where did you learn to catch?” types of play going on…
and we still kept the Cup…go figure?!
A couple of recognitions:
A great day out was had by all.
A few who couldn’t play (1 due to the impending birth of
#1…Matt King) were there to cheer us on; many thanks!
Ian (Brewsky) Brewis was best with ball in hand, recording
3 outs (no idea for how many runs, but he did throw it
down for 6 overs)
FC had 4 retired at 30, 1 returning to get bowled on 53
HKCC had 5 retire not out – Rod Andrews, Ash Taylor,
David Nutman (also a superb day behind the wicket),
Eddie Davies and Charlie Sparrow
Magoo hit the winning runs in the 32nd over and made
27…yes I’ve counted it more than twice…
SuperTrev was magnificient as 13th man…10 overs fielding
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Forthcoming Events

Junior Player of the Month
We would like to congratulate Dhruv on receiving the HKCC Junior Player of the Month Award
for April 2013.
This special award is presented at the end of each month to a junior tennis player who has
excelled on the court during that month. Ability, commitment, sportsmanship, dedication and
motivation are some of the main criteria used when determining the Player of the Month. The
HKCC Tennis Professionals collectively vote on the recipient of this award each month.
Name: Dhruv Bharwani
Age: 10 years old
Age Started Playing: 7 years old
Favourite Shot: Forehand
Favourite Player: Roger Federer
On behalf of the HKCC Tennis Coaching Team - Congratulations to Dhruv.

Adults' Cardio Tennis
Cardio Tennis is a fun group activity featuring drills to give players of all abilities an ultimate, high
energy workout. Cardio Tennis includes a warm-up, cardio workout, and cool down phases. If you
are looking for a great new way to get in shape and to burn calories, you must try Cardio Tennis.
CARDIO “KEEP FIT” TENNIS is a 60 minute clinic that will really get your body moving! It is meant
to burn off the calories and uses a lot of energy! You can join in this at any level, as the intention is
that you are always moving and hitting. It is not a technique based class, but rather a cardiovascular
workout with a lot of ball hitting. Cardio Tennis is a big sensation in the US, Australia & Europe, and
we hope you will give it a try.
It’s a “weekly sign up” session, which means you only commit to coming when you have time, so this gives you the flexibility to
work other things around in the week.
Session Times: Tuesday 8.00 – 9.00 a.m. & 9.00 – 10.00 a.m.
Thursday 7.00 – 8.00 a.m.
COST:
$175 (60 minutes)
Sign up form available at the Sports Desk or contact Jason at jasonlijewski@hkcc.org
40
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Recent Events
Junior Club Championships
The Junior Singles Club Championships were held in March this year including events for 10 & under and 12 & under age
groups with the girls and boys competing all together. It was a round robin event giving the kids as much tennis as possible.
Thank -you to all the parents who came along and supported their children to make it a great weekend.
Congratulations to our finalists.
10 & Under

12 & Under

Winner: Maximilian Peh
Runner Up: Maya Lacamp

Winner: William Yung
Runner Up: Zara Peh
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Junior League
Satellite League (10-13yrs)
There are 4 rounds to go with our Red
team in 2nd position and our Blue
team in 6th position. The competition
is very close with the number 1 placed
team only 2 wins away from our 6th
place team.
Grand Prix League (13-16yrs)
Only 2 more rounds remaining, and
we are currently in 2nd place. Our
chances are very good with top spot
coming down to the last 2 rounds.
The next issue will have the final
results for you, LET’S GO TEAMS!!!!!!

Ladies Group Clinic
If you want to work more closely on technique, footwork, consistency and hit a lot of
balls - these are the Clinics for you.
You will be taken through a wide variety of topics whilst offering a range of interactive,
conceptual drills.
It’s a “weekly sign up” session, which means you only commit to coming when you
have time, so this gives you the flexibility to work other things around in the week.
3 players required for the drills to take place with a maximum of 4 in any group
Monday- Intermediate 10.00-11.30am
Wednesday- Intermediate 10.00-11.30am
Cost: $285 per member/per session
Sign up form available at the Sports Desk or on our website www.hkcc.org
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JUNIOR
JUNIOR
MATCHPLAY
PROGRAM
PROGRAM

Tennis Tip of the Month
by Jason Lijewski

Orange
ages 7-10
7-10 years
years (Friday’s
(Friday’s
4-6pm)
4-6pm)
OrangeBall
Ball –– ages
The ball is 50% slower than a regular ball, but provides an optimal
striking zone and the ability to implement tactics. Played on ½ to ¾
court, this is the ﬁrst step to having a rally, playing points & scoring,
makingthe
thekids
kidsfeel
feellike
likethey
they
are
really
starting
to play
a match.
making
are
really
starting
to play
a match.

Green
ages 7-10
4-6pm)
7-10 years
years (Friday’s
(Friday’s
4-6pm)
Green Ball
Ball –– ages
The ball
The
ball is
is 25%
25% slower
slower than
than aaregular
regularball
balland
and
is great
is great
forfor
helping players continue to work on their technique, including
serving, and most importantly how to rally with conﬁdence.
Played on ¾ to full court, more emphasis is placed on tactics
andcompetition.
and
competition.

Regular
Ball –– ages
ages 11
11 years
years above
above
Regular Ball

(Satellite &&Grand
GrandPrix
PrixLeague
League
Played
Friday
Nights)
(Satellite
Played
Friday
Nights)

Once players have progressed from the green ball,
they are now ready to compete & represent the club
in Inter-Club
Inter-ClubTeam
TeamCompetitions.
Competitions.
in

SIGN UP NOW

Returning Lobs
Opponents who constantly lob the ball can be very frustrating
to play against.
This often results in players losing patience and trying to
hit clean winners off balls that are high and well behind the
baseline.
Hitting a slow paced high bouncing ball in this manner is
only asking for trouble.
Next time you are pinned behind the baseline retrieving
shots of this nature, always remember: one good lob deserves
another!!

at the sports desk

While there is the natural temptation to rip the ball like the

Call for
Shane
on details
2657 8292
further
for further details

there is often better options in terms of shot selection for us

at Gym
reception
E-mail:
juniortennis@hkcc.org

pros in such situations, we need to remind ourselves that
non ATP players. If your opponent throws up a lob in the
middle of a point,the dynamics of the game have suddenly
changed. Now you have to adapt to a ball that will most
likely bounce well above your head and have very little pace
on it. So how do we return this type of shot, assuming we
can’t get underneath it to hit a smash?? The percentage play is
to return a lob with a lob.
Trying to hit a winner off the lob is extremely difficult.
Apart from having to generate all the power on the next
shot because the ball has little pace, the high bouncing ball
will most likely be too far behind the baseline to hit the ball
offensively. Instead,throw back another lob but try to make
it more of an offensive lob. Hit the ball with topspin so the
ball bounces high with some pace, making it difficult for your
opponent to control.This style of shot should increase your
chances of getting a short ball in return, which may allow you
to then turn defence into attack.You might even sneak into the
net behind your shot if you feel you have the time and agility
to do so.
So, next time you are dealing with a lot of lobs during
a match, stay patient and play percentage tennis. Give

yourself time to get back into position by playing an
offensive lob or moon ball type of shot that hopefully gives
you the opportunity to re-establish control of the point.
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StarBlu provides you a capsule wardrobe
that takes you and your family effortless
from day to night.

ESCAPADE Sports & Leisure at Hong Kong Cricket Club
t: +852 2574 1861 • e: hkcc@escapade.com.hk
www.escapade.com.hk
Opening Hours:
Mon - Thu 10:00am - 8:00pm, Fri - Sun 9:00am - 8:30pm
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Neale Anderson,
Acting Captain, reports...
On the fourth of May, HKCC was privileged to play in the

inaugural HKFC Tennis Invitational, organized by Kevin

McNamara. Leaving the hotshots at home, the tournament

In the Ladies matches, the team got off to a good start: Susan
Menzies and Stephanie Fuller were our B pair, Nadene
Goldman and Linda Roberts played C, and Carly Davies and

featured one pair from the B, C and D leagues, with one

Jessamy Smiley played D.

of each Club. Along with HKCC and HKFC, the other invited

As the afternoon progressed, it became clear that HKCC were

Country Club.

too nice? Maybe the friendly and convivial atmosphere was

Against all the odds in one of the wettest two week periods

were high up in the games ranking, but fourth (out of four) in

seen, Saturday was dry and the weather gods held out for

set points. Unfortunately, that was the way it ended. Kowloon

the entire day. In addition to a lucky break with the weather,

Country Club carried the day with 20 points, Clearwater Bay

we were able to ‘borrow’ two of Kevin McNamara’s friends

and HKFC tied in second at twelve points, and we were just

from Sai Kung - Jared Dubbs and Steve Anderson were called

out of the running with ten points.

Men’s, Ladies’ and a Mixed Match against the opposing pairs

teams were Kowloon Cricket Club and Clearwater Bay

up over their cereal in the morning, and became honorary
members for the day and did us pound.

playing well, but not clinching the set points – were we being
lulling us into a false sense of security – by the final sets we

However, the whole day was played in a very good spirit,
which was carried over to the bar and barbecue dinner

We were drawn against Clearwater Bay first, and the Men led

afterwards. Many thanks to Kevin at the Football Club for

off. Our B pair was Martin Crawford and Isaac Stewart, Neale

organizing this event – we’ll look forward to it next year.

Anderson and Martin Garcia played C, and Jared and Chris
stepped up to play D.
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Ping Pong diplomacy
by Kelly Sze
Before I received professional coaching for

feet up to your hip and waist, then

ping pong, I always thought of the sport as

travelling up your arm and to your

a kid’s game. I never imagined how exciting

wrist. Doing that for about 15 minutes,

and challenging – mentally, as well as

just as a warm up, could really give

physically – table tennis could be. During

you a good cardio workout.

factors which surprise me. These could be

Might help your kung fu skills

Ping Pong... seriously.

throwing a good punch. It is about

Mental sharpness – I had thought

and with maximum force that is

that hitting the ball to the other side of

generated from your whole body. The

the table would be child’s play. But in

speed, power and relaxation before

fact it is as much of a mental workout

the delivery is what makes a smash or

as it is a physical one. Because ping

a punch so powerful. Apart from the

my ping pong journey, I have gathered 6

– smashing a ping pong ball is like

just the reason why you would consider

pong is played at such a fast pace, all
decisions need to be fast. With many

hitting the target with the right timing

Prince Harry - "mental sharpness"

attributes, such as return speeds,

virtually the same footwork is needed
for Boxing. The more I learn about ping

position changes, spins, smashes,

Hand-eye and... feet coordination –

pong the more similarity I find when

offensive and defensive techniques

You would think that hitting the ping

comparing the skills needed for Table

under your arsenal, you can really

pong ball is all in your arm and wrist.

Tennis and Martial Arts. So, if you are

add complexity to your game strategy.

But in fact, it is all about how your feet

into kung fu or any type of martial

Each player has his/her own unique

are coordinated with your body. Only

arts, ping pong might just be your

style and killer moves. You have to

the inexperienced player would hit

alternative sport.

be very focused and measure your

by moving hand and wrist alone. My

opponent's strengths and weaknesses.

coach always reminds me that it is your

Like all competitive sports, the key

footwork that makes the difference.

is to consciously work out a game

Only by measuring with your eyes

strategy. Conjure up your techniques

where the ball will land and then

and try to gain control by breaking

stepping towards the right position can

opposition offences while, at the same

guarantee a quality return.

time, attacking your opponent's weak

46

hit, the in and out or side to side steps,

points.

Helping your cardio – you will only

An example of strategy over strength

you practise ping pong with a coach.

would be a player gaining dominance

One of the techniques a coach will

without applying any spins or

use to build up your muscle memory

smashes. He could win purely by

is to shoot a basket of ping pongs at

positioning control alone. Because of

you non-stop. Stepping from side to

the fast pace of the game, all the body

side of the table and, at the same time,

movements during a match are pure

smashing the ball with your body

reflexes. Instead of thinking about your

strength, is very physically demanding

physical movement, your focus should

during this kind of speed and reflex

be on actually working out a strategy

practice. And to hit that ball hard, you

that could lead to your victory.

will need to gain the power from your

THE PINKUN JUNE 2013

experience a good cardio workout if

UK Prime Minister, David Cameron,
working out his strategy.

TABLE TENNIS

Something your whole family can enjoy – there really isn't any age or gender bias in ping pong. It is a great indoor sport that
the whole family can enjoy together. Everyone can have a chance to win the game. It is all about sharp mind and a coordinated
body. If there is a huge differences in the skill level, then you could try to play mixed doubles or a short game of 6 or 3 points. Try
different formats so that matches can be fair and fun for all.
All weather sport – Last but not least, if you want to escape the terrible weather and the harmful UV rays, an indoor sport is
just ideal. Ping pong is a good cardio workout that is played indoors, and it is fun because it is very fast paced – a sport that is
exciting and sociable. Without any worries or influence from the weather, it could give you just the reason for a good and hard
regular workout throughout the year.

The Williams sisters

Duchess of Cambridge with ping pong ball.
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Chef Simon Offers a Healthy Option Recipe….
……Grilled Salmon Nicoise (serves 4)
Ingredients

Preparation method

900g/2lb very fresh salmon fillet
1 tbsp. cracked black peppercorns
Salt
2 tbsp. light olive oil
1 yellow pepper
½ tbsp. vegetable oil
8-12 cooked new potatoes
2 plum tomatoes
175g/6 oz. green beans, cooked
20 olives
Salt and pepper
2 tbsp. virgin olive oil
2 tbsp. chopped parsley
Flat leaf parsley, to garnish

1. Discard the skin of the salmon, and cut it into 4 equal
steaks. Sprinkle each steak with salt and black pepper,
pressing it firmly into the steaks with your hand. Coat
lightly in oil, and refrigerate until ready to cook.

For the dressing
½ tsp. salt
1½ tbsp. Dijon mustard
4 tsp. lemon juice
1 garlic clove, crushed
5 drops Tabasco sauce
4 anchovy fillets
110m/4fl oz. light olive oil
1 egg, yolk only
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2. Rub the yellow pepper with a little vegetable oil, and grill
or roast until the skin is well blistered.
Allow cooling, and then peel off the charred skin,
removing the seeds, slice into 8 pieces, and place in a
bowl. Cut the tomatoes into 6 wedges each, and slice the
new potatoes if they seem very large.
3. Combine all the vegetables, season lightly with salt and
pepper, and toss with the olive oil and parsley. Leave to
come to room temperature.
4. To make the dressing, combine all the dressing ingredients
in a blender and pulse until smooth and emulsified.
5. To cook the salmon, heat a large grill pan, (preferably
nonstick) over high heat until almost smoking. Add the
salmon, and sear for 1-3 minutes on each side.
6. To serve, divide the vegetables among the plates, and
place a salmon steak in the center of each. Surround with a
generous drizzle of the dressing, and serve at once.

FOOD & BEVERAGE
JUNE 2013

Saké Dinner
Join us for our first ever Saké Dinner!

We are introducing some Japanese
saké with our style of Chinese cuisine,
as advised by our Chief Sommelier,
Steven Ma. A designated menu of great
flavours that pair with and accentuate
the subtle and elegant nature of saké.
This one is going to be a lot of fun!

Welcome Drink
水芭蕉天然発泡清酒 ( 傳統香檳釀造法 )
Mizubashou Sparkling Pure Saké (Methode Champenoise)
綠楊四小碟
( 香菇素鵝 / 椒鹽豆腐粒 / 酥炸白飯魚 / 蜜汁叉燒 )
Assorted Appetizers
(Deep-fried Mock Goose/Crispy Bean Curd - Spicy Style/
Crispy Fried Whitebait /Roast Barbecue Pork)
水青本釀造
Mizuaoki Honjyozo
蒜香炸美國生蠔
Crispy Fried Rock Oyster with Spicy Garlic Salt
加賀鳶極寒純米辛口
Kagatobi Gokkan Junmai Karakuchi
黑松露西芹炒日本帶子
Sautéed Scallops with Celery in Black Truffle Sauce
谷川岳吟釀
Tanigawadake Ginjyo
翡翠彩椒爆牛柳粒
Sautéed Beef Fillet with Mixed Peppers and Mushrooms
春香彩純米大吟釀
Syunka Irodori Junmai Daiginjyo
脆皮龍崗雞
Crispy Fried Chicken
春香彩純米大吟釀
Syunka Irodori Junmai Daiginjyo
牛蒡鮮菇西蘭花
Stir-fried Burdock with Shiitake Mushrooms and Broccoli
蛋白雲腿海鮮炒飯
Fried Rice with Seafood and Yunnan Ham in Egg White
香煎芝麻湯丸
Pan-seared Sesame Dumpling
桂花紅豆糕
Red Bean Pudding with Osmanthus
小左衛門純米梅酒
Kozaemon Junmai Umeshu (Plum Liqueur)

Date: Thursday 13th June 2013
Time: From 7:30 p.m.
Venue: Function Suites
Price: $568 per Member
$598 per Member’s Guest

Seating is limited, so please sign up today to make sure
you don't miss this experience.
For enquiry, please contact wine@hkcc.org or 35118688.
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Wine Tasting Activities
• For Members and their guests
aged 18 and above.
• Selected accompaniments to be served.
• ADMISSION Fee $68 per person per tasting event.
• Full refund on wine purchase at the Tasting Party.
• 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

June Monthly Wine Tasting
Friday 14th June

Beverage Promotion
Monthly Beer Promotion

Crafted Australian Beers are now available at the Club!
Coopers Sparkling Ale
(5.8% vol)
With its famous cloudy sediment and its distinctive balance of malt, hops
and fruity characters, the old ‘Red Label’ is a tasty slice of Coopers history.
Little Creatures Pale Ale
(5.2% vol)

Corona Beer Bucket at
$26 / Bottle
$105 / Bucket of 5 Bottles

Bagloads of Cascade and Galaxy whole hop flowers that we sourced
directly from hop growers in Victoria, Tasmania and the US are thrown at
this beer, creating an intense citrus and grapefruit aroma and flavour that
is balanced with a careful selection of speciality malts and a local pale malt
made to our own specifications.
Preservative and additive free, the Pale Ale is live-yeast conditioned in
bottles and kegs for unmatched freshness and character.

Wine of the Month
When next dining at the Club, complement your meal with a generous glass of Sommelier Recommendation wine (185ml)
Our choices for this month are:
2010 Petite Sirah Lot 69, Foppiano,
California, USA

2012 Sauvignon Blanc, Goldwater,
Marlborough, New Zealand

In the mouth, Lot 96 tastes smooth, fruity and
is very approachable with ripe blackberry,
plum, blueberry and red cherry. The finish of
blackberry and vanilla lingers for minutes.
Enjoy this wine with grilled meats and hearty,
aged cheeses.

From the Wairau Valley in Marlborough,
where Goldwater Estates practises sustainable
viticulture and strict selection, comes this
brilliant Sauvignon Blanc. Some lees ageing
imparts it with complexity and texture.
It offers masses of elderberry fruit and raspberry
leaf aromas and exhibits an excellent minerally
finish along the lines of Sancerre.

KOH Coconut Water is now available at the Club!
It’s as fresh as you can yet, benefits your health.
Coconut water is a natural isotonic that replenishes the
body with electrolytes, potassium and necessary fluids.
KOH is “Right out of the Coconut” and is minimally
processed and completely natural with no additives.
• Nature’s Sport Drink
• Healthy low calorie
• Zero fat

• No added sugar
• NOT from concentrate

It is good for children's snack box too!
For details, please email wine@hkcc.org
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Special price
at $13/pack
now!
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Notes from the Sommelier
Red Bordeaux
The red wines of Bordeaux – or clarets, as the
British have called them for at least the last four
centuries – have long been synonymous with the
popular image of fine wines.
People say about Bordeaux :
Left Bank : “Cabernet is King”; while Right Bank :
“Melot is Master”
In fact, the Left Bank features gravel-heavy soil,
an environment that excels at growing the lateripening Cabernet Sauvignon; whereas the Right
Bank features limestone, sand and clay soils better
suited to Merlot.

Special selection below is available for ordering from Bordeaux,
while stock lasts:
Chateau Cantemerle – Medoc, 2005

Score: 90 - Robert Parker, Wine Advocate (176), April 2008

$4,488/case/12bottles

This chateau is in the south of the Medoc, just below Margaux. It has also become a very popular chateau since Cantemerle always provides reliable quality and
value for money and the wines are never heavy or jammy – a good traditional claret. In 2005 year the production is lower than any previous vintage, only 20,000
cases which is much less than in 2003 or 2000. Philippe Dambrine remarked that this is "A wine that you dream about making once in your life" believing it to be even
better than the 1989. With a blend of 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 40% Merlot, 5% Cabernet Franc and 5% Petit Verdot, it has a really dark concentrated colour. Excellent
concentration of really ripe fruit and a good plush texture with soft, supple tannins and a nice touch of spice. Great value.

Chateau Armailhac – Pauillac, 2003

Score: - 90 Robert Parker, Wine Advocate (164), April 2006

$6,600/case/12bottles

Part of the Mouton Rothschild stable this is another property which is always good value, this property was formerly known as Mouton Baronne Philippe. A blend of
65% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot, 12% Cabernet Franc, 3% Petit Verdot. The winemaking team compares the 2003 to the 1989. A smoky nose. Ripe Cabernet with
an exotic toasty oak character. Lovely roasted, ripeness with black olives and tobacco. Rich and powerful. Serious yet very approachable.

Chateau Sociando Mallet – Medoc, 2001
Score: 93 - Robert Parker, Wine Advocate (153), June 2004

$6,868/case/12bottles

Serious and consistent Northern Médoc property whose wine has been of top classed growth quality for years. Made from 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 42% Merlot, 2%
Cabernet Franc, 1% Petit Verdot, all aged in new oak. A nose of cedar, blackcurrant, chocolate and black cherry leaps out of the glass on this wine. On the palate there
is a real intensity of flavour, black fruits meld seamlessly with hints of nutmeg and vanilla, supported by the cedar and forest floor notes that are starting to show the
maturity in this wine. Lovely balance of acidity and good grip from classic but ripe Bordeaux tannins. The structure gives the wine a real lift and length. This is mature
Cabernet Sauvignon at its best. Very impressive. Drinking superbly now and with structure to last.

Chateau Pichon Baron – Pauillac, 1996

Score: 91 - Robert Parker, Wine Advocate (122), April 1999

$15,588/case/12bottles

This famous property from the Pauillac region has since the late 80s been producing consistently great wines. Showing none of the austerity which characterise some
1996s, this is a truly classy Pichon Baron . There's plenty of generous black fruit already displaying complex layers of classic Pauillac character, supported by long
tannins and a clean delineating acidity, leading to a well-rounded and spicy finish. Delicious, absolutely charming and undoubtedly great value!

Domaine de Chevalier Rouge – Graves, 2005
Score: 92 - Robert Parker, Wine Advocate (176), April 2008

$7,398/case/12bottles

This much respected property in Léognan is run with great care by Olivier Bernard whose family took it over from Claude Ricard in 1983. During the 1980’s and 1990’s
there was a massive programme of replanting and it is only in the last few years, with the vines reaching maturity, that the quality here has returned to that of the
great vintages of the 1960’s and before. Without doubt, the best three vintages of Chevalier in the last 40 years have been the last three vintages. Prices, however, have
remained reasonable. Monsieur Bernard has recently engaged the talented winemaker Stéphane Derenoncourt (of La Mondotte, Canon la Gaffelière, Pavie Macquin
fame) and the wine has benefited greatly from his input. Olivier is a modest man by nature but he is sure that this is the best Chevalier in more than a generation.
Very classy and polished on the nose with smoky raspberry and blackberry fruits with hints of leafy freshness. The palate is long and smooth with plush ripeness and
impressive density yet remains clean and supple, A finely crafted, sophisticated Graves.

For further enquiry or ordering, please contact Steven Ma on 3511 8611 or email stevenma@hkcc.org. If you may need more wine
tips, please come along and meet Steven at the Club. He will be happy to help you to choose different wines for all occasions.
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Chef’s Specials in June:
The Joy of Vegetarian Dishes
六月精選 : 素食享受
紫菜素燒鴨

Tuen Ng Festival 2013

Crispy Wrapped Bean Curd Sheet with Seaweed
素漁香煎釀茄子
Stuffed Eggplant with Assorted Vegetables in Home-made Bean Sauce
黑醋咕嚕素球
Sweet and Sour Crispy Bean Curd Ball in Aged Vinegar Sauce
鮮檸芝蔴腐皮素卷
Pan-fried Bean Curd Roll with Sesame and Lemon Sauce

The Willow Room is offering:
• Zhaoqing Rice Dumplings
• Rice Dumplings with Lotus Seeds and
Salty Egg Yolk
• Rice Dumplings with Egg Yolk
• Willow Room Bottled X.O. Sauce
For further details, please see
Flyer enclosed with this Pinkun.

素雞雲耳扣津白
Braised Tientsin Cabbage with Mock Chicken and Black Fungus
黑松露醬崧子牛油果炒飯
Fried Rice with Truffle Sauce, Pine Nuts and Avocado
For enquiry, please call to
35118668 or email fnb@hkcc.org

Sunday Roasts for June
$108 per person
Children’s price (3 – 12) $88 is available at Sportsman’s Bar
2nd

Beef Wellington with Natural Jus

9th

Roast Gammon Ham with Mustard and Honey

16th

Roast Leg of Lamb

23rd

Roast Shoulder of Pork with Apple Sauce

30th

Roast U.S. Wagyu Rump with Yorkshire Pudding

All served with Soup and Vegetable accompaniments.
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12:00 noon to 3:00 p.m.

12.30 p.m. to 3.00 p.m.

SOMMELIER’S
RECOMMENDATIONS

Penfolds Grange Shiraz, 2008
Impenetrable deep red and purple colour.
Blackberry and blueberry fruit interwoven with
perfectly tuned, malty, savoury oak, with liquorice
and anise notes. The palate shows richness,
harmony and balance. There are layers of fruit with
blackberry and blueberry to the fore. An underlying
tarriness and new oak flavours are seamlessly
absorbed. A mass of finegrained tannin court a firm
tight finish of great length.





Special Price - $ 4,280
QTY ________

Penfolds Bin 311 Chardonnay, 2011
It expresses a mineral acid backbone,
complemented by barrel fermentation,
subtle lees influence and sensitive
maturation in seasoned oak. Minimal
filtration is employed, preserving the
elegant fruit flavours
RP 90+

RP 100
June 2013

Penfolds Yattarna Chardonnay, 2010
Arguably Australiaʼs finest Chardonnay,
this intensely flavoured wine is the
culmination of Penfolds premium white
wine development project.
RP 95

Special Price - $ 328
QTY______

Special Price - $ 1,648
QTY______

Penfolds St. Henri Shiraz, 2009
An excellent depth of colour with bright
crimson hues. Lifted and complex aromas
of spice, raspberry and blackberry fruits.
On the palate, it is full of black fruits,
blackberry and dark plum flavours.

Penfolds Bin 389 Cabernet Shiraz, 2010
Nose of nutmeg, savoury / demi-glace
notes with smoky, barrel ferment aroma.
Complete, rich and mouth filling, easily
handling the prominent tannin and new
oak. A sweet concentrated mid-palate
yields to reveal a lingering finish, adorned
with anise, leather, spice and mocha.
RP 92+
Special Price - $ 488
QTY______

Special Price - $ 538
QTY______

RP 93+

Penfolds Cellar Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon, 2008
Deep red with a brick-red transition to the rim.
Barrel-ferment roasted coffee & chocolate ascend,
camouflaging any suggestion of the intrusion of
overt oak. A flavour explosion in the mouth,
propelled by dark fruits with tomato puree / paste olive – chocolate and lots more! Round & soft
tannins completely engulf the palate, extruded to a
more chalky demeanour on the finish.
Special Price - $ 1,788
QTY______

RP 95+

Information below is solely for the delivery purpose only:

Penfolds Bin 707
Cabernet Sauvignon, 2010
One of Australiaʼs finest reds, this wine
is recognized as the internationally
established benchmark for Australian
Cabernet Sauvignon.
RP 95+
Special Price - $ 2,018
QTY______

Total : _____ bottle(s) at $________

Delivery Address:
Preferred Delivery Time:

 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Receiverʼs Name:

Contact Tel. No. :

Memberʼs Name:

Membership no:

Memberʼs Signature:

Email Address :

 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Sign Received:
Order Ref No.:

Date of Order :

Please submit this form to our Reception Desk or fax to 3511 8630. All wines are subject to availability.
For enquiry, please contact Food & Beverage Department on 3511 8611 or email wine@hkcc.org
Free Delivery Service is available for purchases over $1,200 and limited to metropolitan area only
- Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and most of the New Territories, except Outlying Islands.
A minimum of FIVE (5 ) working days is required for any delivery arrangement.

For Official Use Only:
Received on: ________
Handled by: ________
F/Up Status: ________
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The Hong Kong Cricket Club
June 2013
Home Delivery Wine Order Form

Wine tasting on
Friday 7th June
7:00 - 8:30 p.m. at spinners

France VS Italy

Price
(HKD)

1

Mantellassi Scalandrino Vermentino IGT Maremma Toscana 2011, Tuscany, Italy
Fresh and harmonious with hints of wild flowers and rich flavours of honey, green apple, melon and lime.
Smooth on the palate. Wonderful lasting finish.

$138

2

La Chablisienne Chablis La Pierrelee 2009, Burgundy, France
Limpid and brilliant wine. Developed bouquet with a basket of fine and fragrant white-fleshed fruits.
Aeration allows expression of fruity notes, accompanied by a touch of mineral and fresh citrus. It is
harmonious in the mouth with nice fleshiness and flavours of fresh orchard fruits. Elegant and focused.

$168

3

Domaine Thomas Sancerre Blanc GrandʼChaille 2009, Loire Valley, France
Wonderful citrus and white stone flavours, marked with the classic deep mineral tones with an added smoke
/ flinty character. Rich and elegant. Only 600 cases made.

$198

4

Brovia Roero Arneis DOCG 2011, Piedmont, Italy
Mineral nose with hints of anise and white flowers plus a burst of citrus that flows on palate with vigorous
force along with white peach and melon. The chalky mineral and wet stone brings your senses to life along
with lingering lemon / lime and a hint of verbena cream. Everything youʼd expect and more.

$218

Qty

Total

White wines

Red wines
5

Villa Girardi Valpolicella Classico Superiore DOC 2011, Verona, Italy
Fresh and very fruity with hints of cherries. Characteristic medium-bodied, soft and fruity with balanced
acidity. Recommended with white meat and fresh cheeses.

$118

6

Moillard Cote de Beaune Villages 2010, Burgundy, France
Aromas of cherries with a hint of smoke continues on the palate. Medium bodied with fine tannins and
structure. Balanced and a nice clean finish.

$178

7

Brovia Barbera dʼAlba DOC Sori del Drago 2010, Piedmont, Italy
The colour is ruby, pleasantly intense. Fresh and aromatic bouquet of red fruits with hint of spice. Full
bodied with soft tannins and a long finish.

$208

8

Carpineto Vino Nobile de Montepulciano DOCG Riserva 2006, Tuscany, Italy
Brilliant ruby red with a tendency to garnet. Ethereal, extraordinarily elegant with hints of violet and wood.
Dry, harmonic, fruity and velvety, with an elegant texture and long finish.

$258

Sweet wine
9

Mezzacorona Moscato 2011, Trentino, Italy
Lifted airy scents of Gardenia and flavours of apricot and passion fruit. Intense, sweet, soft with hints of
tropical and mature fruit like yellow peach and melon. Serve chilled.

Wine Order under $1,200 can be collected at spinners
Members' Special Offers
Purchase

$98
Total:

(for per member and per delivery only)

12 bottles and get ONE bottle for FREE (based on the lowest value, mixed case is allowed)
Information below is solely for the delivery purpose only:

Delivery Address:
Preferred Delivery Time:

 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Receiverʼs Name:

Contact Tel. No. :

Memberʼs Name:

Membership no:

Memberʼs Signature:

Email Address :

 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Order Ref No.:
Date of Order :

Please submit this form to our Reception Desk or fax to 3511 8630. All wines are subject to availability.
For enquiry, please contact Food & Beverage Department on 3511 8611 or email wine@hkcc.org
Free Delivery Service is available for purchases over $1,200 and limited to metropolitan area only
- Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and most of the New Territories, except Outlying Islands.
A minimum of FIVE (5 ) working days is required for any delivery arrangement.
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Sign Received:

For Official Use Only:
Received on: ________
Handled by: ________
F/Up Status: ________

SOCIAL

• HKCC eNews • DotCod eNews • HKCCPC eNews notice •

If you are interested in receiving a copy, please forward your latest e-mail address to the Recreation Department at: recreation@hkcc.org.
For more information on coming events, please visit the HKCC website homepage: www.hkcc.org and click on Social News & Events, then
Forthcoming News/Events.

Club Events Calendar
June
2nd (Sunday)
Sports Fun Day
The Ground

4th (Tuesday)
Summer Bazaar
Function Suites

8th, 22nd (Saturday),
14th (Friday)
Family Poolside BBQ
with Inflatable
Poolside

13th (Thursday)
Saké Dinner
Function Suites

14th (Friday)
Monthly Wine Tasting
spinners

16th (Sunday)
Father's Day Lunch Set
Long Room
Father's Day Lunch Buffet
Function Suites

A wide range of classes, camps and workshops have
been prepared for your children during this summer.
All details are posted on the website.
Summer Programmes start from 25th June.

Enrolment is available at Reception and on-line.

Social Bridge Night
Mondays from 7.30 p.m.
Chater Tavern

Splash-ins
Every Sunday from 5.30 p.m.
The Pool

Please contact Martin Randle or Ling to
be put on weekly e-mail notification:
martin.randle@hotmail.co.uk or
cwling25@yahoo.com
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Sports Fun Day
Sunday 2nd June
Spectators are welcome!

You are welcome to join the “After Game BBQ”
on the Ground.
Please register your name with Reception.

Summer Bazaar
4th June (Tuesday)
10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Function Suites
Free Admission

Your convenient way
to shop for this summer.
Don’t forget to bring cash!

HKCC Race Boxes - Happy Valley and Sha Tin
Racing Fixtures
June

July

Sun

2nd

Sha Tin

Wed

5th

Happy Valley

Sat

8th

Sha Tin

Thu

4th

Happy Valley

* Wed

12th

Sha Tin (Tuen Ng Festival)

Sun

7th

Sha Tin

Sun

16th

Sha Tin

Wed

10th

Happy Valley

Wed

19th

Happy Valley

Sun

23rd

Sha Tin

Wed

26th

Happy Valley

* Mon

From 20th April 2013 until the end of the season, Race Box at Sha Tin
Racecourse is relocated to E624 in 6/F Grandstand 2 at SHA TIN.
And the Catering Service charge will be reduced.
For further details and booking, please contact Members Service Department
on 3511 8678 or email: events@hkcc.org

THE PINKUN JUNE 2013

Sha Tin
(HKSAR Establishment Day)

* Special Race Meetings with additional charge for guest
badge and catering package
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Father's Day Celebration
Treat Dad to a Fabulous Lunch
16th June (Sunday)
Noon – 3.00 p.m.
Function Suites

$388 per Adult
$548 with free – flowing Red, White and Sparkling Wine
$668 with free – flowing Champagne
All Dads will receive a Special Gift!
$288 per Child (age 3-12)
Win a prize in the “Most Lookalike”
Do-It-Yourself Session specially for children
Competition!
age 3-12 between 12.30pm and 2.00pm
Win a prize in the Lucky Draw!

16th June (Sunday)
Noon – 3.00 p.m.
Long Room

$400 Brunch Only (age 15 and above)
$498 Brunch and Special Wine Package*
$750 Brunch and Free-flowing Champagne

Very special dishes by Chef Simon;
Special wine package including Rose, White and
Red by Club Sommelier.

Please note that all wine packages are for age 18 and above.

Enrolment forms are available at Club Reception and on line www.hkcc.org.
For enquiry, please contact Members Service Department on 3511 8678 or via email events@hkcc.org

Family Poolside BBQ with Inflatable
June 8th (Saturday),
14th (Friday),

22nd (Saturday)
From 7.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.

(Food serving 7.00 p.m. – 9.00p.m.)
$278 per adult

$198 per child (age 3-12)
The Pool will be OPEN to Members who have booked for the evening and
will be CLOSED to non-participants from 6:00 p.m. Thank you for your understanding.

Saturday Splash-in with
Express Buffet at Poolside
Price : $130 per adult, $68 per child (age 3-12)
Buffet is available from 5.00 p.m.
Saturdays 6th & 20th July, 3rd & 17th August
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Children’s Fun Cor ner
Father’s Special Day – 16th June
Design A Tie For Your Dad !

Please submit your entry by Thursday 13th June
Entry Forms for this Competition are available at Reception or can be downloaded from www.hkcc.org

May Pinkun:
Spot the 8
Winners of

Dragon Boat Races
Henry, Georgina and Alexandra Williams
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Kids’ Funtime
Join the Dots and Colour
Age Group 1

Age Group 2

John Chan
Checkie Ng
Alyssa West

Dimitri Kwok
Erin Armitage
Jaime Chow

SOCIAL

Etiquette Workshops

LEGO Engineering Workshops

An Afternoon with the Executive Chef

Explorer Camps by YMCA

Junior Master Mixologist
Summer Sports Camps by HKCC

Pottery Workshop
Junior Summer Tennis Camps

Please refer to the Summer Programme Booklet for details.
Enrolment form is available at Reception and on-line.
JUNE 2013 THE PINKUN
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Club Mother’s Day Celebration

To Mother with love…
Sunday 12th May

The kids were busy making Special Gifts for their Mums and

all the families enjoyed a wonderful lunch in the Club’s Outlets.
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PICTORIAL

The Three Most Lookalikes
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PICTORIAL

Aussie Wine &
Food Pairing

Friday 26th April 2013
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PICTORIAL

Around the world in 27 wines
Friday 17th May 2013
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Are you taking
this Pinkun
home?

We collect and deliver your car
FREE OF CHARGE (Subject to distance)
We provide good quick repair service at reasonable prices

Our Competitive Labour Charges:–
From
Lubrication Service

$

110.00

Tune Up Engine

$

220.00

Engine Decoke & Grind Valves

$

1500.00

Engine Overhaul

$

4000.00

Brake System Overhaul

$

900.00

Clutch Mechanically Overhaul

$

1000.00

Air Condition Freon Recharge

$

400.00

Alternator Overhaul

$

400.00

Starter Motor Overhaul

$

400.00

ALL REPAIRS WITH THREE MONTHS GUARANTEE

Our 24 hrs. Emergency "Firstone Towing" 8203 3411
Please call us at 2565 6166

FAX: 2856 1047

E-mail address: fookie@netvigator.com

FOOKIE MOTORS CO. LTD.
Shop 7, G/F, Paramount Building,
12 Ka Yip Street,
Chai Wan, Hong Kong.
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Friday 10th May saw eleven eager and extremely knowledgeable Teams gathering in the Function Room for the Twelfth Quiz we
have run at the Club. True to form, it was a wet and windy night and in traditional style, we started with some teams very depleted
of members, most stranded in taxi queues around town. Questions were, as always, challenging in places, with some musical
entertainment from a selection of national anthems, a
photographic round depicting various landmarks in and
around Hong Kong, a sporting round (which gave at least
each team one guaranteed point) and some British TV comedy
for the observation round, to finish. Thanks to all participants
for making this a successful and fun evening.
Special thanks to Graham Wandrag who prepared a fantastic
Quiz and played Quiz Master on the night; to Cookie, Denise
and Sharon who ably assisted on the top table; to Simon for
preparing a feast on the buffet table and all the staff who
kept the drinks flowing for the teams.
The next Quiz is scheduled for Friday 29th November – mark
your diaries now!
The Quiz Team is keen to receive suggestions from Members
for rounds to be included in the Quiz. If you have an idea or
suggestion, email it to events@hkcc.org. Anyone suggesting
a round/idea that is chosen and used in a future Quiz wins a
bottle of wine.
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STAFF NEWS

“Planting Rice” – Staff Team Building Activity
– following rice. Sowing on 16 April, the staff
team carried out a maintenance and bird
scaring exercise on 14 May.

Congratulations to Yvonne Lee who
took part in the “Local Classical
Cocktail Competition HOFEX 2013
(Hong Kong, Macau and Mainland
China)” on 7th May 2013. HKCC
was the only private members' club
who participated in this competition,
and it was a first time for Yvonne as a
contestant. She was graded 18 out of
73, doing even better than a lot of 5-6
Star Hotels in Hong Kong, Macau and
the Mainland.
Well done and great job!

Yvonne with her cocktail “Golden Coast” comprising
Sour Apple, Pear Syrup, Añejo Rum, Fresh Lime Juice and Rosemary
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STAFF NEWS

“Building On Trust” Game
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GYM NEWS

Welcome back! If you recall, last month I was telling you about the two easiest ways to lose fat. This
month’s article was written as a request from a few of the single lads floating around the Gym. This is a
little more complex than the last article but a lot more effective. Yes I’m talking about....

The Lethal Combination – The Only Method to Get Ripped
Extreme fat loss nutrition is all about details – portions and
ratios. It's about a well thought-out plan based on science that
gives our body exactly what it needs without any excess.
Why do you think there are serving sizes and measuring cups
in protein powder containers? Because the people who use
protein powders (correctly) are most likely advanced athletes
with more advanced goals, not just average goals.
And advanced goals require way more detail and precision.
Don't Follow the Exceptions to the Rule
Many fitness professionals proclaim that you don't need to
count calories or macronutrients to get ripped. Really? Those
are generally the ones who are:
Blessed with great genetics, and could do whatever they want and
are still in shape.

The chemically enhanced, who still have to work hard, but have a lot
more leeway than the average person.

Have never been ripped. Trust me, there are plenty of fitness experts,

dieticians, and PhD types who write about getting ripped because

they know it sells well, but have never successfully gone through the
process themselves.
For those unfamiliar with the term "get ripped", this refers to
a physique with very low body fat, yet high quality of muscle.
Basically, it's what you would see on the cover of a fitness
magazine.
Now, my previous article was about losing some fat – a
relatively straight forward process, right? The problem is
with summer arriving - the idea to just lose some fat starts
to get marketed as effective approaches to "getting ripped". I
respectfully disagree with that.
“Getting ripped” is a whole different ballgame in a completely
different stadium than just trying to lose some fat and get
healthier. It's an athletic endeavour that needs to be treated as
such.
The only way I know for most people to achieve this higherlevel goal is to combine fat loss strategies #1 and #2 from my
previous article. You must make good choices and measure/

Theory is different from real world application and results.
What looks good on the chalkboard doesn't always end up
looking good on the beach.
I'm not interested in un-proven theory or opinion. I'm
interested in real world results. And if you look at the diet
plans of the most ripped people on the planet – bodybuilders
– you'll see that they all measure their food. Whether it's as
natural as grass-fed beef or a 6-pack of chicken nuggets is
irrelevant.
200 grams of this, 1 cup of that, 2 tbsp., etc., are used for
the good food choices that make up the bulk of their diet.
If you're serious about reaching elite leanness, follow their
example.
Saying you can't learn anything from bodybuilders is just as
ignorant as saying you should learn everything from them.

track your food intake so you consistently hit targeted calorie

Because of the negative association with the extreme chemical

and macronutrient numbers.

experiments that have become modern bodybuilding, the
fitness industry as a whole seems to have this subconscious
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need to disassociate from anything related to its core
principles. Anything even remotely resembling old school
bodybuilding methods gets blasted. This is ridiculous.
The truth is, measuring food is a bodybuilding habit that will
serve you well in your get-shredded efforts.

Simple Summer Shredding Tips
I'm going cross-eyed from all this typing, so let's wrap this
thing up.
Debate could go on forever about what the best plan is to get
ripped. Who cares? It all needs to be tested and refined in the

Arguments Against Purely Instinctual Eating

real world, for you personally, anyway.

We've used caveman, village, and farmer-style eating as

Here's a decent starting point, assuming you strength train 3

templates to help people lose fat. But these demographics

or more days a week:

were eating, simply to survive.
Modern athletes are eating and training for much more than
just the fulfillment of the general life cycle. They're trying to
reach the pinnacle of physique development.
If you want to reach peak condition and ultra-low body fat
percentages, then certain sports nutrition principles must
creep their way into a 100% natural or instinctual eating plan.
And sports nutrition is all about numbers, calculations, and

12 calories/pound of lean body mass (26cal/Kg).
1.5-2 grams of protein/pound of lean body mass (1g/Kg).
20% calories dietary fat mostly as by-product of protein
sources and may be some caffeine (black coffee preworkout) Remaining calories to carbohydrates.

Have a cheat meal/re-feed meal once a week (cheat MEAL!

Not all day!) Choose the meal frequency pattern that's

details.

most functional and sustainable for you.

Look, I get it. I have a genetically blessed friends who can eat

Aside from your pre-workout nutrition, I think the easiest

pizza and drink most nights of the week and still be in great
shape. Unfortunately, only a very small percentage of the

plan is to eat the majority of calories and carbs at lunch,
or for those with late night snacking problems, have your

population can get away with this.

bigger meal later.

While we'd all like to dream that could be us, and a lot of us

Try measuring your foods and making sure you're

use those 'exceptions to the rule' as examples of why we don't
need to do certain things, the reality is, it's not.

consistently hitting the above recommendations before
you think you need some crazy, triple-carb rotating,
ketogenic cycling diet to get ripped.

Chances are you just need to be better with the basics.
Until next time, enjoy your summer-loving! It happens
so fast.
Benjamin Simpson
Hong Kong
+852 92741230
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Be inspired
Weight Watchers® fits around your life,
not the other way around! Find out how
flexible our weight loss plan really is.
Join Weight Watchers today!
Please join us
The Hong Kong Cricket Club
Meeting times
Thursdays 10am (check signage for room assignment)
Visit www.weightwatchers.com.hk or call 2813 0814 for
meeting details and current schedules.

HONG KONG
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PET HELP

New Flatmates

You have a cat that is content to sleep
on the couch, graze her food throughout

the day and generally lounge around
l i k e a p r i n c e s s …… . . w h a t w o u l d
happen when the new dog that you

always wanted as a running partner,
arrives home?

Conversely, you may have a mature
dog that is the boss. Will he eat the

new kitten that you fell in love with
and had to bring home?

Turning a Cat’s world upside down
by bringing home a Dog!

dog has just previously exercised and

a few times so that the cat and the dog

maybe a little tired and possibly calmer

get used to each other’s smells!

on the first introduction. If trouble

Cats generally don’t like their routine

starts, then use the lead to pull the dog

being upset, so bringing a dog into

away.

their world can be quite unsettling to
begin with - but once territories are
established, then a peaceful household
can resume!

When you think the time is right to let
the two meet without restraint ensure
the cat does have an escape route and
is not cornered by the dog. Have a

Cats have an aerial advantage over

water pistol on hand to squirt the dog

dogs. Use this to your advantage

if there is any sign of aggression

to help give the cat some private
space. You could begin by raising the
cat’s food, water and litter tray onto
a platform or table, so that the dog
cannot access it.

Sectioning off parts

of the house with the use of door gates

or through the slats, leaving the dog in

ruled by a dog. Dogs generally have

its wake!

a size and strength advantage and

on and maybe the cat in a cage. Let
the dog go and sniff the cat (either in
or out of a cage) and praise any nonthreatening behaviour. It is better if the

after! My two cats and dog have lived
together for more than 10 years. The
dog still torments the cats on occasions

among the dogs!

especially a kitten to a house previously

full control of the dog. Keep the lead

the cat, they can live happily ever

The first rule is not to just let the cat

will easily be able to leap over the gate

On the first meeting you will need

acknowledged by both the dog and

but there has never been bloodshed!

considered when introducing a cat and

such as under a bed or sofa.

Once territories and boundaries are

bringing it home to a dog’s house?

children!) can be very useful. The cat

as on top of a wardrobe…or going low,

cat have an easy escape route.

and the cats tease the dog on occasions

It is imperative that the cat’s safety is

from a chasing dog by going high, such

be very controlled and, of course, the

Are you risking the life of a cat by

(such as those used for containing

The cat will usually be able to escape

A face to face introduction must then

could potentially seriously hurt a cat
if they decided to attack. Initially, it is
advisable to let the cat have a few days
in the house away from the dog in a
separate room. The cat’s bed, food and
litter tray should be in the room. The
dog can go and sniff at the door whilst
the cat is in there. Then take the cat
out and let the dog go in and explore
that room. Remove the dog and return
the cat. This may need to be repeated

Dr Lloyd Kenda

BSc(Psych) BSc(VetBiol) BVMS(Hons)
MRCVS MACVSc(SASurgery)

Valley Veterinary Centre
G/F 15 Yuen Yuen Street
Happy Valley
Hong Kong
25752389
www.valleyvetcentre.com.hk
info@valleyvetcentre.com.hk
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THAT'S HISTORY

The Witherers

The first game at The Gap

Back Row: R. Cooper, R. Glasson (scorer), G. Glasson, J. Phipps,
W.S.D. Barnes, P. Langston, R. Joynt
Front Row: B. Hughes, R. Leader, M. Bulfield, A. Barnett, R. Tipper,
R. Rankin

Saturday League Champions 1997-98

Standing: J. Drew, T. Melloy, M. Ivison, S.Brew, S. McGregor, T. Cook
Kneeling: N. Baskerville, R. Eastwood, B. Hall, R. Mather (captain),
D.Hales, J. Davison

WITHE (n.) A tough flexible branch or shoot, esp. of willow”
– Oxford Dictionary
“In 1970, Chater Road was still free every other Saturday and
there were a lot of potential HKCC cricketers not getting a
game. I suggested at the next convenient Committee Meeting,
that another team be formed to play in the Saturday (2nd
division) league. With Laurie Roberts’ backing, that was
approved and George Rowe, the then Club President, told
us that there had been, in the dim distant past, a Club team
called the Witherers. The name was accepted.” – Stuart Barnes
From the August 1971 Pinkun…
“The Witherers –
This completely new cricket side burst upon the
second division scene in September 1970 like a
new star in the firmament! In their first match,
Witherers thoroughly outplayed the Nomads,
a top side of 1969/1970 and then proceeded to
annihilate their next two opponents. Having
thoroughly exhausted themselves, the Witherers
then entered upon a period of consolidation,
not deigning to win a match between October
3rd 1970 and February 6th 1971. Various
creditable draws were forced, however, due
mainly to the attacking cricket of a veteran
left–handed batsman. Towards the end of the season, the
Witherers, realising their full potential, majestically won 5 of
the last 8 matches. They thus totalled 130 points and obtained
6th place in the table behind some lesser but luckier sides…..
…..All in all, a very good first season with some entertaining
cricket played and many humorous moments in the changing
room and bar. In addition, the sartorial elegance of the team
was enhanced by the production of a dazzling necktie in
black, red and silver which will be a great aid to recruitment
in the coming seasons.”
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Saturday Cup Champions 1984/85

Back Row: B. Jones, R. Stiller, G. Foster, P. Conlon, K. Walker (scorer), P. Evans
Front Row: B. Kwong-wo, W. Kitson, M. Darke, J. Ashworth (captain)
J. Chandler, D. Kilgour

1994-95

Back Row: B. Ballack, R. Mather, S. McGregor, M. Ivison, B. Catton,
B. Hall, D. Kilgour, M. Johnson, D. Murray
Front Row: J. Cole, T. Melloy(captan), N. Baskerville

also 2000-01

